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1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS FOR TESTING
RELATIVISTIC GRAVITY
An astronomer detects mysterious pulses in the light from a star
at the center of the Crab Nebula, and theorists speculate that their source
is a rotating neutron star (a "pulsar"). Massive aluminum cylinders in
Illinois and Maryland are suddenly and simultaneously set into vibration,
and theorists suggest that a gravitational wave has just passed through
the solar system. Radio astronomers discover that space is filled with
black-body radiation with a temperature of about 3 ° Kelvin, and theorists
say that it is a by-product of the initial 'big bang" of the Universe. X-ray
astronomers discover aperiodic fluctuations in the X-ray emission from
Cygnus-Xl; optical astronomers discover that Cygnus-Xl is associated
with a single-line spectroscopic binary star; and from this evidence
theorists speculate that the X-rays come from a Black Hole in orbit
around a normal star.
But when the theorists sit down and begin to construct detailed
models for these phenomena, they suddenly pull up short. All these
phenomena, they notice, involve "relativistic" gravitation in a very
crucial way. Newton's theory of gravitation is certainly inadequate to
describe these phenomena quantitatively; and two of them (black holes
and gravitational waves) it cannot describe even qualitatively. Experi-
mental tests in the solar system up to 1960 seem to confirm Einstein's
relativistic theory of gravity, so perhaps that is the theory to use in
model-building. But those experiments were of such low accuracy (only
20 per cent precision in most cases), that they also seem to confirm
several alternatives: Whitehead's Theory, the Belinfante-Swihart Theory,
.
Dicke-Brans-Jordan Theory, Yilmaz's Theory, Papapetrou's Theory,
Theorists are hamstrung. Unless they have some strong reason
for believing one of these theories over the others, they can have little
confidence in the models they build to explain astrophysical phenomena.
Fortunately, the same advances in laboratory and space technology
that made possible the discovery of these astrophysical phenomena, will
also, in the coming decade, give the theoretical astrophysicist stronger
experimental reasons for believing only one theory of gravitation. The
technology of the 60's has handed us a set of high-precision tools for
testing gravitational theories in the 70's; radar ranging to planets and
satellites, with accuracies better than 15 meters; laser ranging to the
Moon, accurate to better than 30 centimeters; long baseline inter-
ferometry, capable of measuring angles down to 3X 104 seconds of
arc; atomic and molecular clocks, stable to one part in 10 4 over periods
as long as a year; gravimeters, able to measure changes in acceleration
on the Earth as small as 1010 g; and many others.
These developments -- discoveries in astronomy and astro-
physics, and advancing technology -- have made the systematic, high-
precision testing of gravitation theories an important and exciting task
for the 70 t s.
Although there are many new experimental possibilities, the cost
of carrying out most in terms of manpower and money is very high.
(The megabuck is a useful unit of measure for some of the tests.) For
this reason, it is crucial that we have as good a theoretical framework
as possible for comparing the relative values of the various experiments
and for proposing new ones which might have been overlooked.
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The most simple-minded theoretical framework would be a direct
comparison of general relativity with Newtonian theory. Indeed, it was
just such a comparison which motivated Einstein's original three tests --
the gravitational redshift, the deflection of light, and the perihelion
shift of Mercury. One might think that we should merely continue to
measure these and other non-Newtonian, general-relativistic effects
to higher and higher accuracy; and only if a discrepancy between experi-
ment and theory is found, should we begin to considerother theories.
But because of the lack of high precision data favoring general
relativity over any other theory, and because of the large (and growing)
number of competing theories, there is a great need for a theoretical
framework which is powerful enough that it can be used to design and
assess experimental tests in detail, yet is general enough-that it is not
biased in favor of general relativity. It should also provide a machinery
for analysing all the theories of gravity which have been invented as
alternatives to Einstein in the past 70 years, for classifying them, for
elucidating their similarities and differences, and finally for comparing
their predictions with the results of solar-system experiments. We
would like to see experiment force us, with very very few a priori assump-
tions about the nature of gravity, toward general relativity or some other
theory.
A leading exponent of this viewpoint is Robert H. Dicke. It has
led him and others to perform several high-precision null experiments
(Eotvos-Dicke-Braginsky experiment; Hughes-Drever experiment; ether-
drift experiments) which greatly strengthen our faith in the foundations
of general relativity. (See Dicke 1964; also Sect. 2 and 3 below.) Without
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this viewpoint, some of the null experiments might not have been per-
formed, and we would certainly not understand so well their significance.
Dicke himself has suggested one type of theoretical framework
for comparing various theories of gravity and analysing the significance
of various experiments. His framework (see Sect. 2 below) is particularly
powerful for discussing the null experiments, for delineating the qualita-
tive nature of gravity, and for devising new covariant theories of gravity.
The Dicke framework assumes almost nothing about the nature of
gravity. It helps one to design and discuss experiments which test, at a
very fundamental level, the nature of spacetime and gravity. Within it
one asks such questions as: Do all bodies respond to gravity with the
same acceleration? Is space locally isotropic in its intrinsic properties?
What types of fields, if any, are associated with gravity -- scalar fields,
vector fields, tensor fields, affine fields, ... ?
Crucial among these experiments is the Eotvos experiment (as
improved by Dicke and Braginsky and their collaborators) which verifies
to high accuracy the composition-independence of acceleration of labora-
tory-sized bodies ("Universality of Free Fall"). By analysing this experi-
ment within the Dicke framework, one arrives at a number of "fair-
cor-fid.ence" conclusions about the nature of gravity. These are (i) that
gravity is associated, at least in part, with a "metric"; (It) that freely
falling test bodies move along geodesics of this metric; and (iii) that in
local freely falling frames of this metric, all the non-gravitational laws
of physics take on their special-relativistic forms. Current research is
groping toward a more convincing proof of this "fair-confidence" conclu-
sion (cf. Sect. 3). Theories of gravity which satisfy conditions (i), (ii)
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and (iii) are called "metric" theories.
A second theoretical framework starts where the Dicke frame-
work leaves off, by taking the postulates (i), (ii) and (iii) of metric
theories as its foundation. This framework is the Parametrized Post-
Newtonian (PPN) formalism of Eddington (1922), Robertson (1962), and
Schiff (1967), as improved and extended by Schiff (19 6 0a), Baierlein
(1967), Nordtvedt (1968b), Will (1971a) and Will and Nordtvedt (1972).
The PPN framework takes the slow-motion, post-Newtonian
limit of all conceivable metric theories and characterizes that limit by
a set of 9 real-valued parameters (see Sect. 4 for details). Each
metric theory of gravity is characterized by a set of particular values
for these PPN parameters. The task of solar-system gravity experi-
ments in the coming decade can be regarded as one of measuring the
values of these PPN parameters and thereby delineating, hopefully,
which theory of gravity is correct.
In the following two sections, we will discuss the Dicke frame-
work, and the foundation which it and the Eotvos-Dicke-Braginsky experi-
ment lay for the PPN formalism. The remaining four sections deal with
the PPN formalism in detail. Sect. 4 sets up the formalism and analyses
the structure of the PPN metric; Sect. 5 reviews metric theories of gravity
and their post-Newtonian limits; Sect. 6 derives PPN equations of motion;
and Sect. 7 analyses specific solar-system experiments in detail, and
uses the current status of experiment to put limits on the values of the
PPN parameters, thereby ruling out several theories of gravity.
5
2. THE DICKE FRAMEWORK
2' 1. Statement of the Framework
The Dicke framework for analyzing experimental tests of gravity
was expounded in Appendix 4 of Dicke's (1964) Les Houches lectures.
Here we shall present a slightly generalized version of Dicke's frame-
work, and we shall couch it in slightly different language.
Dicke begins with two statements about the type of mathematical
formalism to be used in discussing gravity. These statements have little
physical content; 1 they serve primarily to delineate the vantage point
See, however, Trautman's (1965, p. 101) remarks about the physical
significance of assuming spacetime to be a differentiable manifold.
from which gravity will be viewed. They say:
Statement (i): Spacetime will be regarded as a 4-dimensional
manifold, with each point of the manifold corresponding to a physical
event. The manifold need not a priori have either a metric or an affine
connection.
Statement (ii): The theory of gravity will be expressed in a form
that is independent of the particular coordinates used; i.e., the equations
of gravity and the mathematical entities in them will be put into covariant
form.
Notice that even if there is some physically preferred coordinate
system in spacetime, the theory can still be put into covariant form.
For example, one can introduce four scalar fields, whose numerical
values are equal to the values of the preferred coordinates:
6
a(q) = x(a), P(q) = y(q), y(q) = z(q),
(Z.1)
q a point in spacetime; (x,y,z,t) preferred coordinates;
and one can then regard these fields as associated with gravity.
The Newtonian theory of gravity is an example of a theory that
is not normally expressed -in covariant language; the Newtonian equations
2
-- V2U = - 47rGp, F = mVU -- are valid only in a particular class of
coordinate frames. However, as Cartan has shown [ see Trautman (1965)
for a review] , Newtonian theory can be expressed in an alternative co-
variant form involving a nonmetrical affine connection.
"Stratified Theories" of gravity (cf. Sect. 5) are also examples
of theories which have physically preferred coordinate systems, but
which can still be put into covariant form.
Having laid down his mathematical viewpoint (statements i and ii
above), Dicke then imposes two constraints, which he requires of all
acceptable theories of gravity. They are:
Constraint 1: Gravity must be associated with one or more fields
of tensorial character (i. e., scalars, vectors, and tensors of various
ranks).
Constraint 2: The dynamical equations which govern gravity must
be derivable from an invariant action principle.
These constraints have deep significance; they strongly confine
the theory. For this reason, we should be willing to accept them only
if they are fundamental to our subsequent arguments. For most applica-
tions of the Dicke framework they are not needed at all. Therefore, we
shall usually not assume them. If we ever need and use them, we shall
7
6(q) = t(q).,
state so explicitly.
There is one final item in the Dicke framework -- an item of
great significance:
Guiding principle: Ockham's (1495) razor -- Nature likes things
as simple as possible (pluralitas non est ponenda sine necessitate).
This guiding principle is used, of course, to tell us what kinds
of theories of gravity are the most likely to be correct -- and, there-
fore, what kinds of experiments are the most important ones to perform.
Notice that by telling us to apply Ockham's razor within a covariant
mathematical framework, Dicke builds a very particular bias into his
formalism. Only those theories which look simple when expressed in
covariant form are deemed promising. By this criterion, general
relativity is very promising -- perhaps the most promising theory of all I
However, Newtonian theory is not. In its covariant form (Trautman
i965), by contrast with its conventional form, Newtonian theory is ex-
ceedingly complicated. A physicist working in the Dicke framework would
never be so pathological as to dream up a theory like that of Newton I
Keeping this bias in mind, we shall proceed to discuss experiments
within the Dicke framework.
2' 2. The Fields Associated with Gravity
The Dicke framework is particularly useful for designing and
interpreting experiments which ask what types of fields are associated
with gravity. When Dicke himself uses it for this purpose, he imposes
constraint i (above) -- i.e., he considers only scalar, vector, and tensor
fields. To be on the safe side however, we shall go all the way and admit
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any field that takes on a covariant form; i. e., we shall abandon con-
straint 1.
(i) Second-Rank Tensor Field
0First let us consider tensor fields of rank ( 0. There is very
strong experimental evidence that at least one such field exists in the
Universe: a symmetric field hij which, far from all gravitating bodies,
reduces to the Minkowskii metric ?'ij. Far from gravitating bodies,
this ?1j has orthonormal tetrads which are related by Lorentz transfor-
mations, and determines the ticking rates of atomic and nuclear clocks
and the lengths of laboratory rods.
The evidence for such a field comes largely from elementary
particle physics. Since these experiments are performed at high
energies and velocities, and over very small regions of space and time,
the effects of gravity on their outcome are negligible. Thus we may
treat such experiments as if they were being performed far from all
gravitating matter. The evidence provided by these experiments is of
two types: First, experiments which measure space and time intervals
directly -- e.g., measurements of the time dilation of the decay rates
of unstable particles. Second, experiments which reveal the fundamental
role played by the Lorentz group in particle physics,3 including every-day,
2For a 2 per cent test of time dilation with muons of (1 - v2) 1/2 ~ 12 in
a storage ring, see Farley, Bailey, Brown, Giesch, Jfstlein, van der Meer,
Picasso, and Tannenbaum (1966). For earlier time dilation experiments
see Frisch and Smith (1963); Durbin, Loar, and Havens (1952); Rossi
and Hall (1941); Ives and Stilwell (1938, 1941). For an experiment
which verifies, to one part in 104, that the speed of light (y rays) is
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independent of the velocity of its source (decaying 7r°) for source
velocities v > 0.99975c, see Alvager, Farley, Kjellman, and Wallin
(i 964).
3 See Lichtenberg (1965) for a discussion of Lorentz invariance, spin
and statistics, the TCP theorem, and relevant experiments.
high-precision verifications of four-momentum conservation and of the
relativistic laws of kinematics. To cast out the Minkowskii metric nij
entirely would destroy the theoretical backing of such experiments.
Let us notice what particle-physics experiments do and.do not
tell us about the tensor field, qIij: First, they do not guarantee that
there exist global Lorentz frames -- i.e., coordinate systems extending
throughout all of spacetime, in which4
4 Here and throughout most of these lectures we use units in which the
speed of light is unity (see Sect. 3 for a discussion of units and notation).
(2.2) Minkowskii metric 'lij = diag (1, -1, -1, -i)
Nor do they demand that at each event q there exist local frames, re-
lated by Lorentz transformations, in which the laws of elementary
particle physics take on their special relativity form. They only demand
that, in the limit as gravity is "turned off" (either by working far from
gravitating bodies or by performing experiments where the effects of
gravity can be ignored), the non-gravitational laws of physics reduce to
the laws of special relativity.
Second, elementary particle experiments do tell us that the times
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measured by atomic clocks in the limit as gravity is turned off depend
only on velocity; not upon acceleration. The measured squared interval
is ds= ab dx
a
dxb , independently of acceleration. Equivalently but
more physically, the time interval measured by a clock moving with
velocity v relative to a coordinate frame in the absence of gravity is
(2.3) ds = labdx dx = - (vY)2- (vZ)]v / dt,
independently of the clock's acceleration d 2x/dt 2 . If this were not so,
then particles moving in circular orbits in strong magnetic fields would
exhibit different decay rates than freely moving particles, which they do
not (Farley et al. 1966);5 and 57Fe nuclei would show acceleration
5 The experiment of Farley et al. is a 2 per cent check of acceleration-
independence of the muon decay rate for energies E/m = (1 v2)1 / Z 12
and for accelerations, as measured in the muon rest frame, of
a = 5 X 1020 cm/sec2 = 0.6 cm. Note that, at accelerations a factor
10! 3 larger than this (a ~ 033 cm/sec 10 /cm), in one light
travel time across the muon it accelerates up to near the speed of
light, if it was initially at rest. Such large accelerations will probably
affect the decay rates -- not because of any breakdown in relativity
theory, but because the decay cannot be analysed within a single co-
moving Lorentz frame. The muon ceases to be a valid special relati-
vistic clock. See Ageno and Amaldi (1966) and Bailey and Picasso (1970).
dependence in the frequency of their Mossbauer transitions, which they
do not (Sherwin 1960).
We shall henceforth assume the existence of the symmetric.
11
tensor field 4ij .1J
(ii) More than One Second-Rank Tensor
The Hughes-Drever experiments rule out, with very high precision,
the existence of more than one second-rank tensor field, both coupling
directly to matter. (See pp. 14-22 of Dicke (1964) for discussion.)
They do not rule out, however, additional second-rank tensor fields
which couple only to gravity or to matter's gravitational self-energy,
because the effects of self-gravity in those experiments were negligible.
Experiments which may be used to rule out such fields are discussed in
Sect. 7.
(iii) Vector Field
Various ether-drift experiments make it unlikely that a vector
field coupling directly to matter is present. [ See pp. 22-25 of Dicke
(1964); also Turner and Hill (1964); Champeney, Isaak, and Khan (1963).]
Again, vector fields which couple only to matter's gravitational energy,
can only be ruled out by experiments which involve gravity (Sect. 7).
(iv) Scalar Field
No experiment performed thus far has been able to rule out or
reveal the presence of a scalar field. However, future studies of the
polarization properties of cosmic gravitational waves might reveal the
scalar field, if it is present. The deformations produced in a disk
placed perpendicular to the incoming waves are area-preserving (quad-
rupolar) if the waves are purely tensor in nature; but they can be area-
changing (monopolar) if the waves have a scalar component. Other
ways of experimentally delineating a scalar field are discussed by Dicke
(1964).
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(v) Scalar, Vector, and Tensor Densities
When Dicke (i964) writes down his constraint i (cf. §II.a above),
he explicitly states that he will not consider theories in which boson
fields such as gravity transform as tensor densities; he admits only
tensorial transformation laws. However, if we conclude that a metric
field is present, such a constraint becomes superfluous. Any scalar,
vector, or tensor density can be expressed in terms of the determinant
of the metric and a corresponding pure scalar, vector, or tensor.
Hence, with a metric present we can ignore the densities. Without a metric
we must search for experiments to rule out tensor-density fields.
So far we have said nothing about the existence of a metric field
in spacetime: none of the experiments discussed above offers any
evidence for its existence. For such evidence, we must turn to the
Eotvos experiment (and possibly to the gravitational redshift experiment),
and to a conjecture which originated with Leonard Schiff.
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3. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE EOTVOS-DICKE-BRAGINSKY EXPERIMENT
3'1. Introduction
Although Einstein considered the gravitational redshift one of the
most important of the predictions of general relativity, it was not until
1965 that a truly accurate confirmation of the redshift could be made.
That year, Pound and Snider (1965), using an improved version of the
experiment performed five years earlier by Pound and Rebka, confirmed
the gravitational redshift of photons climbing up the Harvard tower
through the Earth's gravitational field. Their accuracy of one per cent
was made possible by the use of the Mossbauer effect (recoilless emission
and absorption of photons). However, in the intervening years, the inter-
pretation of the redshift experiment had changed.
The work of Schiff (i960b) and Dicke (i964) suggested that the
redshift experiment was not a strong test of general relativity at all.
The gravitational redshift, they claimed, could be calculated by appealing
to (i) conservation of energy, (ii) elementary quantum theory, and
.. ..
(iii) the Eotvos experiment, i.e. the measurement of the composition-
independence of gravitational acceleration for laboratory-sized bodies.
This univerality of gravitational acceleration was first verified by
Baron Roland v. Eotvos (Eotvos, Pekar and Fekete 1922) to one part in
i0o precision, and improved by Roll, Krotkov, and Dicke (1964) (one
part in 10 i l ) and more recently by Braginsky and Panov (1971) (one part
in 10. Leonard Schiff was working on what he felt would be a more
convincing "proof" of this point of view at the time of his tragic death in
January 1971.
A second point of view, spelled out by Schild (1962) and others
14
was that the gravitational redshift, while not a strong test of general
relativity itself, does prove that space and time, as measured by rods
and atomic clocks, has to be curved by the presence of gravitating
masses.
A third point of view has emerged from recent research (Lee,
Lightman and Thorne 1972). This interpretation is in some sense an
amalgamation of the other two, and is outlined in the following subsections.
3' 2. Completeness, Self-Consistency and Agreement with Special
Relativistic Physics
Any theory of gravity which is to be taken seriously at all must
satisfy the following three constraints.
(i) It must be complete, that is it must be capable of analysing
from "first principles" the outcome of every experiment of interest. It
is not enough for the theory to postulate that bodies made of different
material fall with the same acceleration. The theory must mesh with and
incorporate a complete set of electromagnetic and quantum mechanical
laws, which can be used to calculate the detailed behavior of atoms in
gravitational fields.
(ii) It must be self-consistent. A gravitation theory is consistent
if its prediction for the: outcome of every experiment is unique, i.e. if,
when one calculates the prediction by two different methods, one always
gets the same result.
(iii) In the limit as gravity is "turned off", the non-gravitational
laws of physics must reduce to the laws of special relativity. We call a
theory with this property a "relativistic" theory. Elementary particle
15
experiments convince us that a theory of gravity must be "relativistic"
to be viable.
Table 3.I contains a partial list of theories of gravity which
violate some of these constraints, and are thus non-viable. (See
Thorne, Will and Ni [ 1971] for further discussion.)
3 3. Schiff's Conjecture
The Eotvos-Dicke-Braginsky (EDB) experiments verify, to high
precision, the composition-independence of the gravitational acceleration
of laboratory bodies. This can be restated as the Principle of the
Universality of Free Fall (UFF) which states that "if an uncharged test
body is placed at an initial event in spacetime and is given an initial
velocity there, then its subsequent world line will be independent of its
internal structure and composition
'
(see Misner, Thorne and Wheeler
[1972] for detailed definitions and discussion). The EDB experiments
are direct tests of UFF.
Dicke's (1964) "Weak Equivalence Principle" and Bondi's (1957)
"equality of passive and inertial mass" are equivalent to UFF.
Dicke (1960) and Schiff (1959, 1960b) have discussed the theoretical
significance of the EDB experiments. Lee, Lightman, and Thorne (1972)
have used their ideas as the foundation of a viewpoint for analysing the
EDB experiment, a viewpoint summarized by "Schiff's Conjecture":
Any complete and self-consistent gravitation theory which embodies the
Universality of Free Fall must also unavoidably embody the Einstein
Equivalence Principle, which states that all the non-gravitational laws
of physics are the same in every local, freely falling frame. By "local
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freely falling frame" we mean a reference frame which falls along one
of the universal test-body world lines, and which is small enough that
one can ignore inhomogeneities in the gravitational fields.
A useful theorem which can be used to extend Schiff's conjecture
is the following: A (complete and self-consistent) gravitation theory is
a metric theory if and only if it is relativistic and embodies the Einstein
Equivalence Principle. By metric theory of gravity we mean any theory
which (i) endows spacetime with a metric,, (ii) chooses geodesics of the
metric as its universal test-body trajectories, and (iii) chooses the
special-relativity laws of physics as the laws to be satisfied in its freely
6
falling frames (see Misner, Thorne and Wheeler [ 1972] for discussion)6 .
This definition of "metric theory" is more restrictive than the one used
by Thorne and Will (1971) and by Will (1971a).
This theorem is a straightforward consequence of the definitions of
"relativistic" and "metric" theories and of the Einstein Equivalence
Principle.
Thus, if the Eotvos-Dicke-Braginsky experiments have been
carried out to sufficiently high precision (verification of UFF), and if
Schiff's conjecture is correct, then in order to agree with the EDB
experiments and to be relativistic, a theory of gravity must be a metric
theory.
The EDB experiments therefore become a powerful tool for dis-
tinguishing metric theories from non-metric theories, and for ruling
out the latter.
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3'4. Proofs of Schiff's Conjecture
Leonard Schiff's interest in a proof of the conjecture that the
Universality of Free Fall implies the Einstein Equivalence Principle
was rekindled in the fall of 1970 during a conference on experimental
7
tests of gravitation theories held at the California Institute of Technology
7 Kip S. Thorne, private communication.
and he set to work on a proof, using the sophisticated quantum mechanical
techniques he had used in earlier discussions of UFF (Schiff 1959, i960b).
Unfortunately, his untimely death in January 197i cut short the analysis.
Lee, Lightman and Thorne (1972) have made preliminary steps
toward a proof of the conjecture. Central to their discussion is a special
case of Schiff's Conjecture: Every relativistic Lagrangian-based theory
of gravity (complete and self-consistent) which embodies UFF is neces-
sarily a metric theory. They are tacking this specialized conjecture from
two directions:
(i) a direct proof, using general concepts in the "theory of
Lagrangian-based theories";
(ii) an indirect proof, by demonstrating the absence of a counter-
example: a Lagrangian-based non-metric theory which embodies UFF,
.. ..
i. e. agrees with the Eotvos-Dicke-Braginsky experiment to infinite
precision. Several Lagrangian-based, seemingly non-metric theories
are known; one of the strongest contenders is a theory due to Belinfante
and Swihart (1957a,b,c). But calculations by Lee and Lightman (1972)
suggest that the Belinfante-Swihart theory violates the Eotvos-Dicke-
Braginsky experiment, although probably at a level higher than the
18
current experimental limit. Their results'also show that, at least to the
order (in a power series expansion in the Belinfante-Swihart gravitational
field) to which the theory agrees with the EDB experiment, it can be
rewritten as a metric theory consistently to that same order.
While these results are still a long way from ruling out all non-
metric theories of gravity, they strengthen our conviction that the
Eotvos-Dicke-Braginsky experiments and the Universality of Free Fall
form a powerful tool for sifting through metric and non-metric theories.
3' 5. Significance of the Gravitational Redshift Experiment
The gravitational redshift is a direct consequence of the Einstein
Equivalence Principle and of the principle of "relativistic" gravity (which
together produce a metric theory of gravity [ see Subsect. 3' 3]), i. e.
it can be derived using the standard 'elevator argument" first used by
Einstein (see, for example, Schiff 1960b), or directly from the postulates
of metric gravitation theories. If the Schiff conjecture is correct, then
the redshift becomes a direct consequence of the Universality of Free
Fall or the Weak Equivalence Principle. For this reason, many authors
have viewed the redshift experiment as a weak test of gravitation theories
(Dicke i964, Schiff i960b).
However, one should be more generous toward the redshift experi-
ment, because in the absence of a rigorous proof of the Schiff conjecture,
it still provides a useful test of gravitation theories (albeit under restricted
circumstances). This latter point of view has been spelled out by Schild
(1962) and by Thorne and Will (1971). Their viewpoint can be summarized
as follows:
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We first make a restrictive assumption about the nature of gravity
(an assumption less restrictive however, than assuming "relativistic"
gravity plus the Einstein Equivalence Principle). We assume that
gravitation is relativistic, and that there exist local frames in which
atomic clocks measure proper time in the special relativistic manner
(cf., eq. [ 2.3]). We assume nothing however, about the motion of these
frames, which we denote "local Lorentz frames".
The redshift experiment of highest precision is that of Pound and
Rebka (1960), as improved by Pound and Snider (1965). It reveals a
redshift of z = Ak/X = (gh/c )(i± 0.01) for photons climbing up through
a height h in the Earth's locally homogeneous gravitational field -- if
the emitter and receiver are at rest relative to the Earth's surface.
Here g is the acceleration of test bodies at the surface of the Earth.
This tells us that the local Lorentz frames accelerate downward with
the same acceleration, g, as acts on a free particle (to within i per cent
precision). To arrive at this conclusion from the experiment, we argue
as follows:
We wish our argument to be as independent of the special
relativistic laws of physics as possible. The only aspects of special
relativity that we shall use are (i) the relationship between the Minkowskii
metric of the local Lorentz frames and the ticking rates of atomic clocks;
and (ii) the conservation of wave fronts in electromagnetic waves. Let
us assume (falsely) thatthe local Lorentz frames were unaccelerated
relative to the walls of the tower used in the Pound-Rebka experiment.
We can then perform a calculation in that particular Lorentz frame which
was attached to the walls of the tower and was large enough to cover the
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entire tower. The static nature of the emitter, receiver, gravitational
field, and Lorentz coordinate system guaranteed that, although the
spacetime trajectories of the wave crests might have been bent by gravity,
they were certainly the same from one crest to another, except for a
translation At L in the Lorentz time coordinate. Hence, the coordinate
rates 1/AtL of emission and reception of wave crests were the same.
But by assumption these Lorentz coordinate rates were also the proper
rates measured by the atomic clocks ( 5 7 Fe nuclei) of the experiment.
Hence, theory predicts zero redshift, in contradiction with experiment.
Our assumption that the local Lorentz frames were unaccelerated must
be wrong 
We must assume, then, that the local Lorentz frames were
accelerated relative to the tower. Since gravity pointed vertically and
all horizontal directions were equivalent in all respects, the acceleration
of the Lorentz frames must have been vertical. Denote by a its value
in the downward direction. As in our previous argument, in a static
coordinate system (i.e., in coordinates at rest relative to emitter,
receiver, and Earth's static gravitational field) the wave-crest tra-
jectories must have been identical, except for a time translation Ats
from one crest to the next. But in this case the static coordinates were
not Lorentz coordinates. Rather, they were accelerated upward (in the
+z direction) relative to the Lorentz frames (here c is the speed of
light):
ctL = (Z + c 2 /a) sinh (ats/c)
(3.1) zL = (Zs + c 2 /a) cosh (ats/c)
XL = Xs ' = 
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[ For an elementary derivation and discussion of this transformation
law between Lorentz frames and accelerated frames, see, e.g., Misner,
Thorne, and Wheeler (1972).] Hence, proper time as measured by
atomic clocks was given by
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
c dr c dt -- dy
L
-ddz
(3.2)
2 2 2 2.
= (I + az/c 2 )2 c dt dx dy - dz
Since, as before, the wave-crest emission and reception rates were
the same (i/Ats) when measured in static coordinate time, they were
related by
AX Vemrn (i +azs rec/C)Ats 2
(3rec 2 +a(zs rec em)/
rec (I +az em/c )Ats
(3.3)
=ah/c2
when measured in the proper time of the atomic clocks. But the experi-
mentally measured redshift was gh/c2 to a precision of one per cent.
Hence, the downward acceleration of the Lorentz frames was the same
2
as that of a free particle, g = 980 cm/sec , to a precision of one per cent.
In summary, the redshift experiments reveal that, to a precision
of ~0.01 GM/RZ where M and R are the mass and radius of the
Earth, the local Lorentz frames at the Earth's surface are unaccelerated
relative to freely falling test bodies. Equivalently, test bodies move
along straight lines in the local Lorentz frames. If we identify as the
metric the unique second rank tensor field g which takes the Minkowskii
form in every freely falling frame, then elementary differential geometry
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tells us that the test-body trajectories are geodesics of the metric g
Thus, in the absence of a proof of the Schiff Conjecture, gravi-
tational redshift experiments may still be a valuable tool in testing the
validity of metric theories of gravity. For this reason, it is very im-
portant that the precision of the redshift experiments be improved as
much as possible -- both on Earth (homogeneous field) and elsewhere in
the solar system (inhomogeneous fields). Of particular interest will
be experiments in which atomic clocks are flown in spacecraft and
rockets (Kleppner, Vessot and Ramsey 1970, Vessot and Levine 1971,
Vessot 1971).
3' 6. Gravitation as a Geometric Phenomenon
These analyses of Schiff's Conjecture and of the gravitational
redshift have instilled in some theorists a very strong conviction that
only metric theories of gravity have a hope of being completely viable.
Since the remaining sections deal solely with metric theories of gravity,
we will briefly review here some of the key formulas of differential
geometry, and will set down once and for all the conventions and notation
to be used. We discuss one by one the three "postulates" of metric
theories of gravity:
1. Spacetime is a four-dimensional manifold endowed with a
0
metric . The metric is a ( 2) tensor, with components gij in a
particular x coordinate system. This metric endows spacetime with
a "RLemannian affinity" r Ik (not a tensor) defined, in a given coordinate
system by
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rI i im (gjk 
=
g (gmj,k + gk,j - gjk,m)
(3.4)
lkjk = (In -g) j .
[ Notation: g is the determinant of gij, comma denotes partial derivative.]
The Riemannian affinity is used to define the covariant derivative
[Notation: semicolon denotes covariant derivative]:
Ai - Ai + rkA,
(3.5)
ai;j Aj - r ijAk 
where
(3. 6) A i gijA j
Under a transformation of coordinates of the form
(3.7) (xi)t = fi(xj)
the metric transforms according to the standard tensorial transformation
law:
(3. 8) (g )t
(ax-~ (~xJ)
'
gkl
If the transformation is infinitesimal, i.e.
(3 .9) (xi)t = xi + ,i(xj)
then gij transforms to first order In ~i according to
(3.10) g t[(xi)t] = gij(xi) - ji;j - aj;i
Covariant derivatives of tensors transform as tensors, while partial
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derivatives do not. Thus far there is no physical content, just mathe-
matics.
2. Test-body trajectories are geodesics of the metric. A curve
is a geodesic of the metric if there exists a parameter X which
parametrizes the curve x (X) such that the curve satisfies
d2(3.11) d X + rj d 0
Here X is called an affine parameter. Equation (3.11) can also be
derived by minimizing the invariant quantity
(3.12) do = (gij dx i d x j)/Z ,
along the trajectory, i.e. by using the standard variational calculation:
2 dx I 1/2(3.13) 0 6i do- 6 (gj d 
Equation (3.13) yields equation (3.14) only if dr = dX # 0.
In local freely falling frames, coordinates can always be chosen
so that at a given event q,
(3.14) gj(q) = ij rjk(q) = 0 .
We still lack a connection between physical objects and the metric.
This connection is given by Postulate 3.
3. In local freely falling frames, the non-gravitational laws of
physics take on their special relativistic forms. These special relativity
laws include the following:
a. Physical rods and atomic clocks measure spacetime intervals
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given by
(3.15) ds =li dx i dx j
b. Maxwell's equations have the form
(3.16) Fij = 4iTrJ Fij,k + Fki,j + jk,i 0
where F t j is the Maxwell field tensor, related to the four-vector
potential A i by
(3.17) F Ai= , -A
Fj = t j -Aj,i 
and where Ji is the current four-vector.,
c. Equations of Motion for stressed matter have the form
(3.18) T = 0
,j
where T i j is the stress-energy tensor for matter and non-gravitational
fields.
In non-freely-falling frames, the non-gravitational laws of physics
take on curved-spacetime forms, which are obtained from the special
relativistic forms by invoking the rules:
nij gij
"comma" - "semicolon"
These rules are sometimes referred to as the "Strong Equivalence
Principle". The result:
(3.19) a. ds d x j .
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b. F;j J , Fij;k + Fki;j + Fjk; = 
(3. 20)
Fi = Ai;j - Aj;i '
(3.21) c. T = 0
and so on. For a discussion of possible "Strong Equivalence Principles"
which use non-Riemann affine connections, see Thorne and Will (1971).
A consequence of the geometrical optics limit of the curved-space-
time Maxwell equations (3.20) is that photons travel along null geodesics
of the metric, i.e. geodesics which satisfy
(3.22) ds = dx dx = 0.
Because of the arbitrariness of coordinates in spacetime, the
results of any experiment must always be expressed in terms of invariant,
physically-measurable quantities: times measured by atomic clocks
(proper time), distances measured by physical rods or by light signals
(proper distance), and so on.
We complete this review of gravity as a metric phenomenon with
a summary of notation, conventions and units to be used throughout these
lectures:
a. Roman indices run over the values 0, 1, 2 and 3; Greek
indices run over the values 1, 2 and 3.
b. Tensors and four-vectors are written abstractly using thick
type, e.g. g , K ; and in component notation using italic type, e.g.
gij, Ki; three-dimensional Euclidean vectors will be written in bold-face
type, e.g. a, v.
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c. The Minkowskii metric has signature - 2, that is
(3. 23) di(ij = diag [ ,-1,- ,-1] .
d. Round brackets surrounding indices denote symmetrization;
square brackes denote anti-symmetrization, for example,
(3. 24) A~i;) =2 (Aij + Aji) ~(3. 24) , (j) 
(3. 25) A[ l 2 (Ai A
e. We use "geometrized" units: units in which the speed of light
is unity and the Newtonian gravitational constant as measured far from
the solar system and galaxy, in the mean rest-frame of the Universe,
is unity. In these units, the mass of the Sun is 1.473 km.
For a much more thorough discussion of graviation as geometry,
the reader is referred to Misner, Thorne and Wheeler (1972).
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4. THE PARAMETRIZED POST-NEWTONIAN FORMALISM
4' i. Introduction
In this section, and for the remainder of these lectures, we will
assume that whatever the correct theory of gravity is, it must be a
metric theory. This assumption rests on our conviction that the high-
precision Eotvos-Dicke-Braginsky experiments and the gravitational
redshift experiments together may be used to rule out all non-metric
theories of gravity (Sect. 3). Of course, until this conviction has been
completely justified, we must keep a small portion of our minds open
to non-metric theories. But for the remaining sections, we will focus
on metric gravitational theories.
When we examine the fundamental postulates of metric theories
of gravity (Sect. 3), we notice a crucial feature: no matter how com-
plex the theory, no matter what additional gravitational or cosmologi-
cal fields it deals with, freely falling matter responds only, to the metric
This is embodied in the equations of motion
gij
dZxi i dkj dxk(4.1) r -- k d ), [test bodies]dX+ jk dX dX
(4. 2) Tj =0, [stressed matter]
where the covariant derivative is computed solely from the metric
using standard formulas for the Christoffel symbols (see Sect. 3).
T
ti is the stress-energy tensor for matter and all non-gravitational
fields, and X is an affine parameter along the test-body's world line.
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Thus the only gravitational field which enters the equations of motion
(4. i) and (4. 2) is the metric. The role of the other fields which a
given theory may contain can only be that of helping to generate the
spacetime curvature associated with the metric. Matter may create
these fields, and they plus the matter may generate the metric, but
they cannot act back directly on the matter. The matter responds
only to the metric.
From this point of view, the metric gij and the equations of
motion become the primary theoretical entities, and all that distinguishes
one metric theory from another is the particular way in which matter
(and possibly other gravitational fields) generates the metric.
The comparison of metric theories of gravity with each other
and with experiment becomes particularly simple when one takes the
slow-motion, post-Newtonian limit. Fortunately, the post-Newtonian
limit is sufficiently accurate to encompass all solar-system tests that
can be performed in the foreseeable future, with the exception of
gravity-wave experiments. (Gravity waves do not exist in the post-
Newtonian limit.)
4' 2. The Post-Newtonian Limit
In the solar system, gravitation is weak enough that Newton's
theory of gravity is adequate to explain all but the most minute effects.
To an accuracy of about a part in iO5 light rays travel on straight
lines at constant speed, and test bodies move according to
(4. 3) a= VU,
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where a is the body's acceleration, and U is the Newtonian gravita-
tional potential. From the standpoint of a metric theory of gravity,
Newtonian physics may be viewed as a first-order approximation, or
a weak-field limit. Consider a test body momentarily at rest in a
static external gravitational field. Fromthe geodesic equation (4.1),
the body's acceleration in a (t,x) coordinate system is given by
a =- -r
· oo
(4.4) 2' g g 0oo, 0
In the complete absence of gravity, we know the metric must reduce
to the special relativity Minkowskii metric
(4. 5)pgij -lij = diag (1,-i,-i,-i).
In the presence of a very weak gravitational field, then, equation (4.4)
can yield Newtonian gravitation, equation (4.3) only if
(4.6) g3 _ ap ,
(4. 7) goo -2U
Equations (4.6) and (4. 7) along with the equations of motion
represent the Newtonian limit of any metric theory of gravity. But
the Newtonian limit no longer suffices when we begin to demand
accuracies greater than a part in 10 . For example, it cannot account
for Mercury's additional perihelion shift of ~ 5 X 10- 7 radians per
orbit. Thus we need a more accurate approximation to the spacetime
metric, which will correctly. account for solar-system effects which
3f
go beyond, or "post" Newtonian theory. This higher order approxi-
mation to the metric is known as the Post-Newtonian Limit
(Chandrasekhar 1965).
The key features of the post-Newtonian limit can be better
understood if we first develop a "bookkeeping" system for keeping
track of "small quantities". In the solar system, the Newtonian
gravitational potential U is nowhere larger than 10 (in geometrized
units, U is dimensionless). Planetary velocities are related to U
by virial relations which yield
(4. 8) v2 U.
The matter making up the Sun and planets is under pressure p, but
this pressure is generally smaller than the matterts gravitational
energy density pU, where p is the rest-mass density of matter; in
other words
(4.9) p/p S U,
(p/p is 10
-
5 in the Sun, o0
-
o in the Earth). Other forms of
energy in the solar system (compressional energy, radiation, thermal
energy, etc.) are small: the specific energy density H (ratio of
energy density to rest-mass density) is related to U by
(4.10) IU,
(II is ~ 10 in the Sun, 10 9 in the Earth). These four small
quantities are assigned a bookkeeping label which denotes their "order
of smallness":
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(4. i11) U v ~ p/p ~ 0(2).
2Then single powers of velocity v are 0(1), U 2 is 0(4), Uv is 0(3),
UII is 0(4) and so on. Also, since the time-evolution of the solar
system is governed by the motions of its constituents, we have
a/at~ v V,
and thus
(4.12) 8 (/al )
t-a/axI
We can now analyse the "Post-Newtonian" metric using this
bookkeeping system. The variational principle, equation (3. 13) from
which one can derive the geodesic equation (4. i) for a single particle,
may be rewritten
1/2
B [ dx1 dxJ 1/20 dtij dt dt 
(4.i3) =6 [g + 2g ov +g vavJ dt.
The integrand in equation (4.13) may thus be viewed as a Lagrangian
L for a single particle in a metric gravitational field. From equations
(4. 6) and (4. 7), we see that the Newtonian limit corresponds to
(4.14) L = ( U- V2) l/ ,
as can verified using the Euler-Lagrange equations. In other words,
Newtonian physics is given by an approximation for L correct to 0(2).
Post-Newtonian physics must therefore involve those terms in L of
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next highest order, 0(4).
But what happened to odd-order terms, O(1) or 0(3)? Odd-
order terms must contain odd powers of velocity v or time-derivatives
a/at. Since these terms change sign under time reversal, odd-order
terms therefore represent energy inflow or loss by the system. But,
conservation of baryons, a fundamental low of physics, -prohibits terms
of O(1) from appearing in L, and conservation of energy in the
Newtonian limit prohibits terms of 0(3). These conservation laws
are discussed further in Subsect. 4' 7. In general relativity, the
first odd-order terms which can appear in L are 0(7) terms: these
terms represent energy lost from the system by gravitational radia-
tion (see Chandrasekhar and Esposito [ 1970] , and Burke [ 1971]).
In order to express L [eq. (4.13)] to 0(4), we must know
the various metric components to an appropriate order:
(4. i15) L = - 2U- v z + go [ 0(4)] + 2go[ 0(3)] v
+ g t[ 0(2)] v*v } /2
Thus the post-Newtonian limit of any metric theory of gravity requires
a knowledge of
goo to 0(4),
go0 to 0(3),
gap to O(Z).
The post-Newtonian propagation of light rays may also be
obtained using the above approximations to the metric. Since light
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moves along null trajectories (ds = 0), the Lagrangian L must be
formally identical to zero. In the first order, Newtonian limit, this
implies that light must travel along straight lines, at speed i, i.e.
(4.16) 0 = L =(i v2 ) 1/ 2 ; v2 =
In the next, post-Newtonian order, we must have
(4. i 7) 0 = L ={i - 2U - v2 + g3[(2)] vvP}/.
Thus to obtain post-Newtonian corrections to the propagation of light
rays, we need to know
goo to 0(2),
gap to 0(2).
4'3. The Most General Post-Newtonian Metric
We now proceed to devise the most general post-Newtonian
metric which any reasonable metric theory of gravity might predict
for a system of "perfect" fluid. Recall: a perfect nonviscous fluid is
one which, in the Newtonian limit, obeys the usual Eulerian equations
of hydrodynamics:
Up/at + 8(pva)/axa' = 0,
dv' Du ap(4.18) vP -ax a 
d =a a 8
dt Xt X- I
where v is the velocity of an element of fluid, p is the rest-mass
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density of matter in the element, p is the total pressure (matter plus
radiation) on the element, d/dt is the time derivative "following the
fluid", and U is the Newtonian gravitational potential, defined by
P(XI't)
(4.1 9) X dx 
The same fluid in a metric theory of gravity is described by an
energy-momentum tensor of the form
(4. 20) T i = (p + pII + p)uiu pgij 
where u is the fluid's four-velocity. We assume throughout that
the matter composing the solar system can be idealized as perfect
fluid; for the purposes of most solar-system experiments in the
coming decades, this has been shown to be an adequate assumption
(Will 1971a).
This general post-Newtonian metric should satisfy the following
conditions:
(a) The deviations of the metric from flat space are all of
Newtonian or post-Newtonian order; no post-post-Newtonian or higher-
order deviations are included (see eq. [4. i5]).
(b) The metric becomes Minkowskian (flat space) as the
distance Ix - x' between the field point and the matter becomes large.
(c) The metric is generated only by the rest mass, energy,
pressure, and velocity; not by their gradients. This is a reasonable
condition to put on physically acceptable metric theories, and is a
condition which can be relaxed quite easily if there is ever any reason
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to do so.
(d) The coordinates are chosen such that the metric coefficients
are dimensionless.
(e) The form of the metric should be independent of our choice
of the origin of the coordinate system, and of the orientation of the
spatial axes. The metric should depend on time only implicitly, via
the evolving distribution of the fluid.
These conditions limit the possible gravitational terms which
may appear in the post-Newtonian metric:
i) gap to 0(2): From condition (e), gap must behave as a
three-dimensional tensor under rotations, thus the only 0(2) terms
which can appear are
(4. 21) ga, [ 0(2)] : U6c,[3, Us ,,
where Uap is given by
U %s ( xt ) = P(x" )(X-X')a(x-x')x d -'(4. 22) U(x~t) iX 0 ax x.
ap X C, ·
ii) gOa to 0(3): These metric components must behave as
vectors under rotations, and thus must contain at most the terms
(4. 23) go [0(3)]: V a Wa, wUs WPUa ,
where
: ' p'v'  · v (x-x')(x-x')
(4.24) V = W = dx'
Ix 'XI Ix X I 
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and where the vector w, assumed to be O(1), represents the velocity
of our chosen coordinate system relative to the mean rest-frame of
the Universe (recall: v is the velocity of each element of matter
relative to our coordinate system).
iii) goo to 0(4): This should be a scalar under rotations, and
thus may contain at most the 0(4) terms:
2
go [ 0 ( 4 ) ] : U2 1 ' b '
w 2U, w w UaP w a Va,
pv dx',
Ix-x' I
4)3' 44' G, X,
W
0
W(, .
-- = Y PU dx' Ix-x'l ~
b3 = P§  dx', Ix -x'l 
Pl'[ V- (x-x')]2
Ixx, I3 - ,1X X
4= p' dx'
44  Ix- x'1 
p'(x - x') dv'
-= \ - -* dx'.
x-x'x dt -
At first glance, the reader might be disturbed by the presence
of metric terms which depend on our coordinate system's velocity w
relative to the mean rest-frame of the Universe. However we can find
no a priori reason for ignoring such terms. These terms do not
violate the principles of special relativity, since they are purely gravi-
tational terms, while special relativity is valid only when the effects
of gravitation can be ignored; but they do suggest that the response
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(4. 25)
where
1 = S
(4. 26)
of matter to gravitation may be affected by motion relative to the
Universe. Nonetheless there is good reason for including them:
several metric theories of gravity say they should be included (see
Sect. 5).
4'4. Coordinate-System Freedom and the Standard Post-Newtonian
Gauge
We can restrict the form of the post-Newtonian metric some-
what by making use of the arbitrariness of coordinates embodied in
the postulates of a metric theory. An infinitesimal coordinate or
"gauge" transformation
(4.27) (xi)t = x i + i(xk)
changes the metric to
(4. 28) gtijgij =.g1 3 - gi;j - ~j;i
By choosing
(4.29) = EX
where X is the so-called "superpotential" (Chandrasekhar and Lebovitz
1962b) given by
x = - p' jx-x' dxt
(4. 30)
XP = - 6 oU + UaP s X'oa= Va Wa
we obtain, to post-Newtonian order,
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(
(4. 31) gt, = gap + 2eU6, -pZEU .
So by an appropriate choice of E, we can eliminate one of the terms
(eq. [ 4. 21]) from gap; we will eliminate U A. Similarly by choosing
(4.32) = X + 2 w Xa° klX, ° o 2 X.
we obtain, to post-Newtonian order
(4.33) goo = goo+Zi - 2X1G- 2x18 - Zx2w Va + 2x2 w aW
By an appropriate choice of X1 and 2 , we can always eliminate the
terms B and wa W from go. Note that the transformation equations
(4. 29) and (4.32) do not introduce any new terms of 0(3) into g
We will thus adopt a standard Post-Newtonian gauge -- that
gauge in which the spatial part of the metric is diagonal and isotropic
(i.e. no USA), and in which goo contains no terms B or w Wa.
There is no physical significance in this gauge choice; it is purely a
matter of convenience.
4'5. The Parametrized Post-Newtonian Metric
We now know the most general form for the post-Newtonian
perfect-fluid metric in any metric theory of gravity. Now the only
way any one theory's metric can differ from any other theory's is
in the numerical coefficients which multiply each term in the metric.
By replacing each numerical coefficient by an arbitrary parameter,
we obtain a "super metric theory of gravity", whose special cases
(particular numerical values of the parameters) are the post-Newtonian
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metrics of particular theories of gravity. This "super metric" is
called the Parametrized Post-Newtonian (PPN) metric, and the
parameters are called PPN Parameters.
How many PPN parameters do we need? In the standard PPN
gauge, the metric contains a total of fourteen terms, but only nine
PPN parameters are needed. We will show in Subsect. 4' 6 that the
five· w-dependent metric terms are not completely independent: their
multipliers (parameters) are related to the multipliers of the nine
other metric terms.
We will also show in Subsect. 4'6 and 4'7 that we can give a
physical significance to our nine PPN parameters if we use certain
linear combinations of parameters as multipliers of the individual
metric terms. With these remarks, and with detailed proofs left
to Subsect. 4'6 and 4'7, we give the PPN metric, in Table 4.I.
Table 4.1 also includes detailed definitions of the PPN coordinate
system and the matter variables, formulas for the perfect-fluid
stress-energy tensor to post-Newtonian order, and the equations of
motion.
This use of parameters to describe the post-Newtonian limit
of metric theories of gravity is called the Parametrized Post-Newtonian
(PPN) Formalism. A primitive version of such a formalism was
devised and studied by Eddington (1922), Robertson (1962) and Schiff
(1967). This Eddington-Robertson-Shiff formalism treated the solar-
system metric as that of a spherical non-rotating Sun, and idealized
the planets as test bodies moving on geodesics of this metric. The
metric in this version of the formalism reads
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g i - ZM/r + 2P(M/r) 2
(4. 34) g = 0,
g& = - (i1 + 2yM/r) 6~ ,
where r = (x 2 + y 2 + z2)1/2 M is the mass of the Sun, and P and
y are PPN parameters.
These two parameters may be given a physical interpretation
in this formalism. The parameter f measures the amount of
non-linearity [(M/r) 2] which a given theory puts into the g 0 0 com-
ponent of the metric, and the parameter y measures the amount of
curvature of space produced by a given gravitating body in a given
metric theory (for a detailed discussion of the physical meaning of
space-curvature, see Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler [1972]).
More general versions of the formalism were examined by
Shiff (1960a),Baierlein(i967), Nordtvedt (i968b), Will (i971a), and
Will and Nordtvedt (1972). In these lectures, we will use the Will-
Nordtvedt version of the PPN formalism.
4' 6. Lorentz Invariance and the PPN Metric
The PPN metric has a considerable amount of symmetry built
into it.
(i) By using metric terms constructed from relative distances
(x- x' between field points and the matter, we have made the metric
independent of our choice of coordinate system origin. Put differently,
we have guaranteed that the metric be invariant under a three-
dimensional linear translation:
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(4.35) x _ =x + a.
(ii) We have made the metric independent of our choice of the
origin of time by making all time dependence in gij implicit, via
the evolving distributions of density, pressure, etc. Thus we have
built into the metric, invariance under a linear time translation:
(4.36) t =t +b
(iii) By constructing the metric terms out of three-dimensional
scalars, vectors and tensors where appropriate, we have made the
metric independent of our choice of axes, i.e. invariant under a three-
dimensional rotation:
(4.37) x = Ra x1; R R 6a
(v) A further symmetry has been built into the metric in Table 4.1.
Although the PPN metric contains terms which depend on the (arbitrary)
velocity of our chosen coordinate system relative to the Universe, the
results of physical measurements clearly must not (this is the funda-
mental postulate of covariance -- the results of physical measurements
cannot depend on arbitrary coordinate systems). For a system such
as the Sun and planets, the only unique physically measurable velocities
are the velocities of elements of matter relative to each other and to the
solar-system center of mass, and the velocity wB of the solar-system
center of mass (Barycenter) relative to the Universe's comoving frame
(as measured, for example, by studying doppler shifts in the cosmic
microwave radiation). Thus the PPN prediction for any physical effect
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can depend only on these relative velocities and on w B , never on the
arbitrary coordinate-system velocity w. The only way to guarantee
this is to demand that the PPN metric have the same functional form
(when written in the standard gauge), independent of the velocity of
the coordinate system relative to the Universe. Put differently, the
PPN metric must be invariant under a Lorentz transformation (of
low velocity, of course, to preserve the post-Newtonian approximation):
(4. 38) (i) = x ij LikLrjkl
In this subsection we will prove that by writing the w-dependent metric
terms in the manner shown in Table 4.I, we have built this constraint
into the PPN metric.
Since the PPN metric (in the standard gauge) contains.all
possible metric functions consistent with our conditions (a) to (d) in
Subsect. 4' 3, -invariance in the form of the metric under .the above
transformations is equivalent to invariance in the values of the PPN
parameters. The set of linear transformations we have discussed-
above .forms the ten-parameter Inhomogeneous Lorentz Group (four
translations, three rotations, three Lorentz transformations -- these
are the only linear tranformations which leave invariant the
Minkowskii metric, the form taken by gij far from the matter).
We can thus restate our symmetry conditions (i) to (iv) on the PPN
metric in.the following way:
The PPN parameters must behave as scalars under (post-
Newtonian-preserving) transformations in the Inhomogeneous Lorentz
Group.
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It remains only to prove that the PPN metric in Table 4.1 has
indeed had Lorentz invariance built in.
Consider the PPN metric (Table 4.I) written in a coordinate
system which moves at velocity w relative to the mean rest-frame
of the Universe. We make a Lorentz transformation to a new frame
which moves at velocity u relative to the old frame, assuming Iul
is small, i.e. of O(1). This transformation from old coordinates
(t,x) to new coordinates (T,J) can be expanded in powers of u to
the required order: this approximate form of the Lorentz Transformation
has been called a Post-Galilean Transformation (Chandrasekhar and
Contopoulos 1967), and has the form
X =g + ( + u 2 )UT + ( u)u + [0(4)] X ,2 _, , 
(4. 39)
t 2 :3 4 1 2t =T(l + +8u)+(l + )U + [O(5)] X T
where UT is assumed tobe 0(0).
We now apply this transformation to the PPN metric and show
that in the new coordinates (T7,) it has exactly the same form as it
had in the old coordinates (t,x). We use the standard transformation
law (x = t, io = T):
ax ax
(4.40) gij(,T) = g (Xt).
We must also express the functions (fields) which appear in gkl(x,t)
in terms of the new coordinates. Since p, II, and p are all measured
in comoving local inertial frames, they are unchanged by the transfor-
mation: for any given element of fluid,
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P(x,t) = P(, ) ,)
(4. 41) I(x,t) = I(I,"r),
P(x,t) = p(t,) .
if v(x,t) and v(4 ,T) are the matter velocities in the two coordinate
systems, they are related by
(4. 42) v = v + u + 0(3) .
If a) is the velocity of the new frame relative to the Universe, it is
related to w by
(4.43) w = X - u + 0(3).
The elements of volume dx' and dt' in the two frames are related
by the usual Jacobian transformation-law, which gives
(4.44) dx' = (1 -v' .u 0(4) d2'
We make use of a formula given by Chandrasekhar and Contopoulos
(1967), namely,
~~(4. ~I45) - x' 1g,^{ 1+ (u ' u n')(v'. n') + 0(4)
Ix-XI 1_ , 2 ~~
where
44.46)( .  n' = (4 - a')/1a -i'
We then find, using equations (4.41), (4.42), (4.44), and (4.45), along
with the definitions of the metric functions, equations (4.19), (4. 22)
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(4. Z24) and (4. 26), that
(4.47) U(x,t) = (1 u2 )U( ,T) - UaV (~,T)
+ U W ( +,r)+ U UPU (U , ) + 0(6),
(4.48) U p(x,t) = Ua 7!,,) + 0(4) ,
(4.49) V (x,t) = V (9,T) + uaU(,.T) + 0(5),
(4. 50) W (x,t) = W (, ,T) +,) +0(5) ,
(4.5£a) ii(x,t) = i ((, 7 ) + 2uV ( ,T) + u U( ,r) + 0(6),
(4.5ib) 4 )(x,t) = 2(3 4)(,) + 0(6)2(3,4) 2(3,4)
(4. 52) t(x,t) = a( ,T) + 2uPW (g,T) + uaupU ( ,7T) + 0(6) .
Applying transformation equations (4, 39) to the PPN metric (Table 4. I)
and making use of equations (4.40), (4.43), and (4.47) to (4.52), we
obtain, for the metric in the (T,5) system, to post-Newtonian order
g (I,T) = 1 - 2U(,T) + 2PU( ,T)00
- (2y + 2 + a3 + +1)9,(
'
Tr) + (
- 2[(3y - 2p + i + 2)2( + (i + 3)3(!,T)
(4. 53)
+ 3(y + K4) 4(,T)]
+ (al- a- a3)i) U(, T) +U (u , T)
(z%- ali) Va( ,T) + (1 - 2 %)uX(T , ) '3-1 a~ A.' + 'Oa
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Oa1?go4 1 2)V( a 2 (1 + + ()W( )
(4. 54) + (at - Za )owU(,7) +a (ZU c( ,PT)
2 (1 2 1 2 -
+- a ~)u[X(f:"r)'a
(4.55) g -[ + 2yU(,7t)] p
Note that because of the presence of gravitating matter, the
Lorentz transformation has introduced additional terms into the metric:
Z(1 - 1 - 42)u[X in ga
i '45 00
1*~l-5, prr )u X sap in goa
But these terms can always be removed by an infinitesimal gauge
transformation
(4.56) tt t +(1 - - a 2 )uX x
In other words, a pure Lorentz transformation of the PPN metric
takes it out of the standard PPN gauge. Thus the Lorentz-transformed
PPN metric eqs. (4. 53), (4. 54) and (4.55), written back in the standard
PPN gauge, has exactly the same functional form as the original PPN
metric. Q. E. D.
We can now see the physical significance of the PPN parameters
a
l
, a 2 and a 3 , which appear as multipliers of the w-dependent terms
in the metric. These parameters measure the extent and manner in
which motion relative to the mean rest-frame of the Universe affects
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the post-Newtonian metric, and produces observable effects. The
parameters a 1 , aZ and a3 have been named"preferred frame"
parameters (Will and Nordtvedt 1972) since they measure the sizes
of post-Newtonian effects produced by motion relative to the "preferred"
rest-frame of the Universe. If all three are zero, no such effects are
present. Further discussion of preferred-frame effects appears in
Sect. 6 and 7.
4' 7. Conservation Laws in the PPN Formalism
Conservation laws in Newtonian gravitation theory are familiar:
for isolated gravitating systems, mass is conserved, energy is con-
served, linear and angular momenta are conserved, and the center of
mass of the system moves uniformly. Not so in every metric theory
of gravity. Some theories violate some of these conservation laws
at the post-Newtonian level, and it is the purpose of this section to
explore such violations using the PPN formalism.
We begin by making a number of assumptions about the properties
of matter which should be valid in any theory of gravity.
Assumption 1: The total number of baryons 6A in any saample of
matter is conserved. Conservation of baryon number is one of the
most fundamental laws of physics, and should certainly be valid in
the presence of gravity. This law can be expressed as a continuity
equation for the baryon number density n: in a local inertial frame
momentarily comoving with the matter, the equation
(4. 57) 0 = d(6A)/dt = d(n6V)/dt,
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is equivalent to
(4. 58) an/at + (a/ax )(nv) = 0 ,
where v is the matter velocity in the comoving frame (v = 0 but
V ' v 0). The Lorentz-invariant version of this continuity equation,
valid in any local inertial frame is
(4.59) 0 = (nu°) + (nu) = (nu i ) i
ax ,
where u is the baryon four-velocity, given by
(4. 60) u = dxi/ds
Equation (4. 59) can then be generalized to curved spacetime using the
standard "comma-goes-to-semicolon" rule (Sect. 3)
(4.61) 0= (nu);i 
Equation (4. 61) is the law of Baryon Conservation in covariant form.
Assumption 2: Matter is composed of a chemically homogeneous,
electrically neutral distribution of atoms composed of neutrons, protons,
and electrons. The chemical composition of matter is static.
For the purpose of solar-system experimental tests (although
not for the theory of solar and planetary structure) this assumption is
a reasonable model for solar-system matter.
The rest-mass density of matter p is a physically measured
quantity, obtained as follows: in a local inertial frame which comoves
momentarily with an element of matter, add together the rest masses
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of all the atoms in the element, and divide by the volume 6V of the
element. Then
element
(4. 62) P - E, i/6v
i
where pi is the rest-mass of the i'th atom.
Lemma: For matter which conforms with Assumption 2,
(4. 63) p = zn ,
where n is the number density of baryons, and ix is a constant.
Proof: The mass of each atom consists of baryon rest-mass,
and binding energy, and may be written
(4. 64) Li = 6Ai
°
+ AL i '
where 6A i is the number of baryons in the atom, p~o is an atomic
mass unit, and Au i is the "mass-excess", related to the nuclear and
atomic binding energy. Then from equation (4. 62)
eleme nt
p = (6Ao + Api)/6V
i
(4.65) element
= (6A/6V)(p ° + A Ap 1 /6A)
i
Because of our assumption of chemical homogeneity and time-inde-
pendence, the rest-mass per baryon
element
(4. 66) o+ Z t;i/SA - Ip ,
i
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is a constant. Thus
(4.67) p = tLn . Q.E.D.
Lemma: If baryons are conserved, and matter conforms
with Assumption 2, then
(4. 68) (1u ) 
· (pu );i = 0
Proof: It is sufficient to work in a local comoving inertial
frame. From equation (4. 57) and the constancy of pl, we get
(4. 69) 0 = d(pun6V)/dt = d(p6V)/dt,
which is equivalent to
(4. 70) 0 = ap/at +V pv.
The generalization of this equation to arbitrary inertial frames and to
curved spacetime proceeds as before; thus
(4.71) (u)= 0 . Q.E.D.
Equation (4. 71) is the Law of Conservationof Rest Mass, in covariant
form. For matter which obeys Assumption 2 it is valid in any metric
theory of gravity, both at the post-Newtonian level and at the exact,
strong-field level.
By combining this law with the equations of motion for stressed
matter,
(4.72) Ti=j 0,
we can obtain a further important law, which too is exact and theory-
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independent: the Law of Local Energy Conservation or the Law of
Isentropic Flow.
We follow Chandrasekhar (1969) and evaluate the equation
(4.73) u. T i j O
I ;.J
using the perfect-fluid stress-energy tensor, equation (4. 20). We
work in a local inertial frame, momentarily comoving with the
element 6V of fluid. Then from equation (4. 73),
(4. 74) (a/at)(p +pII) + 7 (p + pII +p)v = 0.
This can be rewritten
(4. 75) (d/dt)(p + paI) +(p + pII)V · v + pV. v 0= 
But
(4.76) V * v = (1/6V)d(6V) dt
Thus equation (4. 75) becomes
(4. 77) (d/dt) [(p + pII)6V] + pd(6V)/dt = 0
So, in a local comoving inertial frame, the change in the total energy
(rest-mass plus internal) of an element of fluid is balanced by the
work done [pd(6V)]; this simply expresses Local Conservation of Energy,
or Isentropic Flow, since from the First Law of Thermodynamics, and
from equation (4. 77)
(4. 78) Td (Entropy.) = d (Energy) + pdV = 0
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Because of the Conservation of Rest Mass, p6V is constant, and
equation (4. 77) can be written in the form
(4. 79) pdII/dt - (p/p) dp/dt = 0
In frame-invariant curved-spacetime language, equation (4. 79) has
the form (Chandrasekhar 1969):
(4.80) u'[II +p(i/P) i] = 0
These exact, covariant, theory-independent local conservation laws
are summarized in Table 4.11I.
We can obtain a useful form of the law of Conservation of Rest
Mass by noticing that
(4.81) (pu);i = (l/'-g)(pf-g ui), 
where
(4.82) g det | gij |1
In a coordinate system (t,x), equation (4. 71) can thus be written
(4. 83) 0 (Pf-g ui)i = (pf- g u°) + (P-g uv) ,
since
(4.84) u u v .
By defining the "cons erved density" p:
(4. 85) p - p'-g u ,
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we can cast equation (4. 83) in the form of an "Eulerian" continuity
equation, valid in our (t,x) coordinate system:
(4. 86) ap*/at +V p*v = 0.
This "conserved" density is useful because for any function f
defined in a volume V whose boundary is outside the matter
(4.87) (d/dt) P f dx P (df/dt) dx
V V
Notice that equation (4.87) implies
(4. 88) dM/dt = O, M = dx,
V
where M is the total rest mass of the particles in the volume V;
from equation (4.85), we get,
M= [puO°-g] dx
(4. 89) =5 pd (proper volume)
= total rest mass of particles.
The conservation laws summarized in Table 4.II are purely
local conservation laws; they depend only on properties of matter as
measured in local, comoving inertial frames, where relativistic and
gravitational effects are negligible (hence they are theory-independent).
Equation (4. 89) represents our first "global" or "integral" conservation
law; however, it is really nothing more than conservation of baryons
coupled with our specific model for matter.
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However, when we attempt to devise more general integral
conservation laws, such as for total energy (as opposed to just rest-
mass), total momentum, or total angular momentum we runinto
difficultie s.
It is well known [see, for-example, Landau and Lifschitz
(1962)] that integral conservation laws cannot be obtained directly
from the equation of motion for stressed matter,
(4. 90) T i . = 0
because of the presence of the Christoffel symbols in the covariant
derivative. Rather, one searches for a quantity eij which reduces
to T i j in flat spacetime, and whose ordinary divergence is zero, i.e.,
(4.91) = 0
Then, providing ()j is symmetric, one finds that the quantities
(4.92) pi= ® j d: j = x [ij] dZk
are conserved, i.e., the integrals in equation (4.92) vanish when taken
over a closed 3-dimensional hypersurface 2. If one chooses a coordinate
system (t,x) in which E is a constant-time hypersurface and extends
infinitely far in all directions, then pi and J j are independent of
time, and are given by
(4. 93) Pi = i dx , ij x[ oj]° dx 
where dx is a volume element of ordinary three-dimensional space.
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An appropriate choice of ®ij allows one to interpret the components of
P and Jij in the usual way: as measured in the asymptotically flat
spacetime far from the matter, PO is the total energy, P0~ is the
total momentum, JaP is the total angular momentum and J deter-
mines the motion of the center of mass of the matter.
The quantity ®ij, normally called the stress-energy complex,
has been found for the exact versions of general relativity (Landau and
Lifshitz 1962), Brans-Dicke theory (Nutku 1969b, Dykla 1972) and
others (Ni 1972c). It has also been explicitly calculated in the post-
Newtonian and post-post-Newtonian approximations of general rela-
tivity (Chandrasekhar 1969; Chandrasekhar and Nutku 1969). (A wide
variety of non-symmetric stress-energy complexes have been found
for general relativity, but only the symmetric version guarantees
conservation of angular momentum.
Here we will focus on the post-Newtonian limit, and will use
the PPN formalism to attempt to construct a ®t.
The most general possible form for ij which reduces to Tij
in flat spacetime (negligible gravitational fields), and which is accurate
to post-Newtonian order,is
(4. 94) oji = (1 - aU)(T i j + t i),
where a is a constant (to be determined), and t i j is a quantity (which
may be interpreted as gravitational stress-energy)'which vanishes in
flat space-time, and which is a function of the fields U, U U, 1', Z' 
44, , V , and Wa, their derivatives, and w (and may also contain
the matter variables p, II, p, and v). We reject terms in ®ij of the
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form
v2T j , IIT j , (p/p)Ti j , wZT 1J
since such terms do not vanish for arbitrary distributions of stressed
matter in regions of negligible gravitational field.
By combining equations (4.90), (4.91) and (4.94) we find that
t i j must satisfy (to post-Newtonian order)
(4. 5) t j j- 9aU rkTik + rikjTik +aU jT jJ
In order to solve equation (4.95) for ti j we will use the
following equations, which are equivalent to the definitions for the
metric functions, equations (4. 19), (4. 22), (4.24), (4. 26) and (4.30),
to express matter variables in terms of field quantities:
2 2VU= - 4rp 17 V- V 4Tipva
V -= 4rpv 2 V 2 =2 4wpU
(4.96)
2 2V 3 -= - 4wpII 7 = 4wp
2V =-2U , V =-U
a,a 0
and we will use the following identity, which is valid for any function f:
(4.97) 4wpf= -2(a/8x)(U (af - 2 6apu yf yU ) +U aVZf .
We substitute into equation (4. 95) the formulas for T and for the
PPN Christoffel symbols calculated from the metric (Table 4. 1), and
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use equations (4.96) and (4.97) to obtain (to post-Newtonian order)
for i=0,
4rt°j = (8/8t)[ (6y + 2a - 5)[VU 2]
(4. 98) - (8 x)[ (3y + a- 2)U Uo
,P0
+ (3y + a -3)U ,(V p - Vp y)]
Equation (4. 98) can be integrated directly (making use of the condition
that t ij vanish in flat spacetime) to yield
(4. 99) t o = (8)-1 ( 6 y + 2a - 5) VU1 2
(4.100) o =(4n (3y + a - 2)U U + (3y + a - 3)U (V¥ V )].
-- ,O Y ,- , '
An expression for the conserved total energy can be obtained
using equations (4.93), (4. 94), and (4.99). The result is (after an
integration by parts):
(4.101) Po = p  + (1 v- U + - dx
where we have used the PPN version of the "conserved" density
(cf. eq. [4.85])
(4.102) p pI + v2 + 3yU + 0(4))
The first term in equation (4. 101) is the total conserved rest-mass of
particles in the fluid (eq. [ 4. 89]). The other terms in equation (4.102)
are the total kinetic, gravitational, and internal energies in the fluid,
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whose sum is conserved according to Newtonian theory (which can be
used in any post-Newtonian terms). Thus PO is simply the total
mass-energy of the fluid. So far we have found nothing new. Equation
(4. 102) for PO can be found directly using the conservation of rest-
mass (eq. [ 4. 88]) and Newtonian theory.
For i = a, we must first compute t a P to Newtonian order.
Equation (4.95) yields
(4. 103) 4t p = (Y/ra)(U U -U 6& pU U)
from which we obtain the standard Newtonian result (Chandrasekhar 1969)
(4.104) tNewtonia
n
= (4w) ( U - U U )
This Newtonian approximation for tIP can now be used to simplify all
post-Newtonian terms in equation (4. 95). We obtain after a lengthy
calculation, the post-Newtonian equation for taj:
4wtj = (a/8t) [(4y + 2+ 1 - Za +2 1 )U U
+ Y +4 )y(Vy - V y) +(5y+a-.i)U V
- (5y +a - )(8/8x)(UV ) +a 2 wpUU aUlwU U 2 P a ai u PI
+ (/ax)[1-z(5y + 22-a-1)U](U aU - 2 6apU U )
+[U(Ly,(~(4~- [1'),~ - 2 62U ,a u ,(4 2 a ) , ]
i
+ (4y +3 +aa-Z U+ I) [ U,(y,o -
+( +2 i +1 )[U,( Wa), - 7 , ,yWo
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- 2(4y + 4 +o i)[ V[ c, y] V[ 13, y - [ 6c~V[ ¥,6] V[ y, 6]]
_4 (4y +2 +a 1 - 2a2 +2 1 )6 °(U )2
(4.105)
+ 2 (C"3 - t)w 2 (U 2 6 -U, U u
2 3 1 , j2 ,yv1
a2rW (U(U)y 2 6 IUrl Uy )
- ( - 2a 3 )wY(Vy ( ,)- 6 pV ,WU, )
2 , O-Y(a , P) -- a~x I,oY6 U ,6)+ 2aiwY(X ow(aU P.) -2 23 aop Y
+ 4Q .
(4.106) 4 = (,y + + (a3 + 2)],] 1
+ 7 (a-2 )U2 W[ U, a ] 2-iU,[Vy[ aw]- W[IVa] ,Y]
+ (5y/+a + i)U(pvav[+ 6ap)(
where
(4. 106) 44 = (2y + 2 + a +
·t 2[ (3y - 213 + i + K2)2 + (1 + g3)43 + 3(y + 4)(4] ,
and where
(4. 107) Q = (aU/8x )[(a 3 +i)pv + a 3 pv. w + (8ir) 2 VU 2
+ 3P I + 3; 4 p + (8w)- l 1 VZ] .
The term Q can not in general be written as a combination of
gradients and time derivatives of fluid quantities and gravitational
fields -- or so we believe. (We have been unable to develop a com-
pletely rigorous proof; but strong arguments that this is so are given
in Will [ 1971c] .) Therefore, in order for t j (and hence (ODJ) to
exist and to have a form which involves only matter and gravitational
field variables and their derivatives, each PPN parameter combination
Q a (eq. [4. 107]) must vanish separately, i. e., the parameters must
satisfy
(4.108) a1 = 02 
=
3 
=
4 3
These conditions can also be obtained using Chandrasekhar's (1965)
technique which consists of integrating the hydrodynamic equations of
motion over all space and calculating a conserved momentum Pa.
Using the PPN formalism, the corresponding result is
(d/dt)S p*{v[ 1 + Z V+ (y . + 1)U + II + p/p]
i 1(4y + 3 +al aZ + S )V -- (i + (1 -
'
S)W
(4.109)
2(al- a 2 )w a U 2 zwUpdx
+ SQadx = 0
The second term in equation (4. 109) can be written as a total time
derivative of an integral over all space, only if Q can be written as
a combination of time derivatives, and spatial divergences (which lead
to surface integrals at infinity that vanish). But according to the
reasoning given in Will (i971c), this can only be true If the five
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parameter constraints of equation (4. 108) are satisfied. Then Q - 0,
and we have a conserved momentum.
We now see the physical significance of-the parameters
1,' 52' ;3' 94 and a 3 : They measure the extent and manner in which
a given theory of gravity predicts violations of conservation of total
momentum. If all five are zero for any given theory, then momentum
is conserved; if some are non-zero, then total momentum may not be
conserved. Notice that the parameter a3 plays a dual role in the
PPN formalism, both as a conservation-law parameter, and as a
preferred-frame parameter.
In order to guarantee conservation of angular momentum, tap
must be symmetric. The tap part of equation (4. 105) contains some
antisymmetric terms; in order that they vanish for arbitrary systems,
we must have
(4.110) = a 2 =0 
It is the symmetry of t , i.e. uniform motion of the center
of mass which then fixes the value of a. Comparing t of equation
(4. 98) with ta
°
of equation (4. 105), we find using equations (4. 108)
and (4. i10):
·(4.1 11) a= 1 - 5y .
We apply the name Fully Conservative Theory to any theory of
gravity which possesses a full complement of post-Newtonian conser-
vation laws: momentum, angular momentum and center-of-mass
motion, i.e. whose PPN parameters satisfy
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(4.11iZ) a l = a 2 = a3 1 3 = 4 =
A Fully Conservative Theory cannot be a preferred-frame
theory (a 1 = a2 = a 3 = 0). For such theories, t i j and ®[J have the
form:
(4. 113)
(4. 114)
(4. 115)
(4. 116)
and the conse
(4. 117)
(4. 118)
t°o = - (8sr)-1(4y + 3) VU 2 ,
t = t = (4 w) [(2y+I)U U +(2y+2)U 3(Vi3 -V ]
,a ,0 , oa a,j3)
tap= (4 ,r) 1 [i -(5y-I)U] (U ,- ,U ,
+ 4[ U ( ) 6pU 
+(4y+3)[ U V(?Vp),o -- 26 U VY O
+ [u w 6 U W
,a +). .2 a ,y y,o
- 8(Y+l)[v[ yy,]v[Ply] 4 6a [y,6] V[y,.6]
1 2
-2 (2y + 1)6 (U ,O
ij = [ + (5y - 1)U] (T ij + tj),
:rved quantities are
p 0 =(i p*(1 +v 2 - U +11) dx ,
Pa= S P{[ 1 +i, v2 +(2y z+l)U + +p/p]
2 (4Y +3)V 2 W }  dx ,
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(4. 119) JaP= 2 p*x[ a {vP [ 1 + v2+(2y+)U++P/p]
2 2
By defining a center of mass Xa, given by
4 p (l +22 -- -U + I) dx
(4.121) * 2 1a
i 2i
p X(1 i 2  + I) dx
The conserved quantities P1 and J transform as a four-vector
and an antisymmetric tensor under low-velocity Lorentz Transfor-
mations (for discussion see Will [1971c]).
Some theories of gravity may possess only energy and momen-
tum conservation laws, i.e., their parameters may satisfy
t1 = '2 = 53 = 54 = a 3 = 0,
(4.123)
one of {a1 ,' 2 } E O.
We call such theories Semi-Conservative Theories. Their conserved
energy Pf, andmomentum P ,-are given by equations (4.1101) and
(4. 109), and Ptisymmetransforms under Lorentz Transformations as a(4.109), and pi transf orm~s under Lorentz Transformations as a
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four-vector. There is no conserved Jij in such theories. Semi-
conservative theories may be "preferred-frame" theories (a1 * O,
2a 0).
Non-Conservative Theories possess no conservation laws
other than for energy; their parameters satisfy
(4.124) one of {~l' 1 ' 23' 4' 3} # 0
There is a close connection between conservation laws and
Lagrangian formulations of metric theories. Any metric theory
whose field equations are derived from an invariant Lagrangian action
principle can be shown to possess integral conservation laws for
energy and momentum (Trautman [ 1962] , and references cited therein).
Thus any Lagrangian based metric theory of gravity is at least Semi-
Conservative, i.e., has PPN parameter values
(4. i T25) 41 = s2 = i3 = c4 = l3 = 0 
Table 4.III summarizes these conservation law properties of
metric theories of gravity.
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5. Metric Theories of Gravity and their Post-Newtonian Limit
5'1. Introduction
We now breathe some life into the PPN parameters by examining
a wide class of twentieth-century metric theories of gravity and calcu-
lating their PPN parameter values. This section will illustrate an
important application of the PPN formalism, that of comparing and
classifying metric theories of gravity. Much of the discussion in this
section is based on work by Wei-Tou Ni (1972a); other pertinent
references are Thorne, Will and Ni (1971), and Will and Nordtvedt
(1972).
5'2. General Relativity
a. Principal references: Einstein (1916); Standard textbooks
and references cited therein, e.g., Synge (1960), and Misner, Thorne,
and Wheeler (1972).
b. Gravitational Fields Present: 9
c. Arbitrary Parameters and Functions: None (we will ignore
the "cosmological constant" X, which is known to be too small to be
measurable in the solar system).
d. Field Equations: The field equations are derived from an
invariant Lagrangian action principle:
(5.1) = sS (--g R + L
I
) d4x,
where R is the scalar curvature formed from the metric (see Misner,
Thorne and Wheeler [1972] for formulas), and where L I is the inter-
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action Lagrangian, which includes the mutual coupling of the gravitational
field with all matter and non-gravitat ional fields. L I has the form
(5. 2) LI = LI[ gij' matter and non-gravitational field variables],
and in local inertial frames of gij, has the standard special relativistic
form. Thus the theory satisfies the postulates of a metric theory (see
Sect. 3), and hence,
(5.3) T ij 0; Tij _ 1 1aI
By varying the Lagrangian in the usual way we obtain the field equations
(5.4) RRij - Z gijR= 8wTij ,
where Rij is the Ricci Tensor. Equation (5.3) also follows directly
from the field equations.
e. The Post-Newtonian Limit: In this section all our discussions
of the post-Newtonian limits of metric theories of gravity are based
on the standard techniques developed by Chandrasekhar (1965). We
will use these techniques here to derive the post-Newtonian metric for
general relativity, and thereby obtain its PPN parameter values. Our
calculation can then be used as a prototype for obtaining the post-
Newtonian limit of nearly every metric theory of gravity (for an exception,
see Subsect. 5' 8). Using the "bookkeeping" scheme developed in
Subsect. 4'2, we solve the field equations (5.4) for g to 0(4),
goe to 0(3), and gap to 0(2) for a stress-energy tensor given by
equation (4. 20). We first rewrite equation (5.4) in the form
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(5.5) R 8w(TT)ij = 8w(Tij gijT) ,
whe re
(5.6) T = g mnT
mn
We choose an asymptotically flat coordinate system which is at rest
relative to the mean rest-frame of the Universe (w = 0; this assumption
is not necessary in general relativity, but is in many other theories
[see Subsect. 5'7]), and write
(5-.8) gij= T~ij + hij
The calculation then proceeds in stages:
(i) h to 0(2). To the required order00qoo rd
i 2(5.8) Roo - h T p , Too= p,
then equation (5.5) becomes
2(5. 9) hoo 8Trp,
whose solution is
(5.10) h =- 2U.00
(ii) horp to 0(2). When we impose the gauge condition
(5.11) hi -h¥- hY =0 0 
equation (5. 5) becomes, to the required order
(5.12) V h 8irp6(Yp ap 
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whose solution is
(5. 13) hlp = -2U6a5
(iii) hoa to 0(3). When we impose the gauge condition
(5.14) hp hp =2 P,o o'
we get to the required order,
i 2 i (5. 15) R =V h - U T - Pa
oce 2 oa 2 ,oa Oa 2 
Then, equation (5. 5) becomes
(5.16) VZhoa = 16 rpv + U 
By using the fact that
(5.17) U Vx=V W
U = 2 X ,o = a - W
we obtain
7 i(5.18) ho V + W
e
.Oa 2 a 27a,
Notice that our resulting expressions for hoo, h and ha do satisfy
the gauge conditions [eqs. (5.11) and (5.14)] to the necessary order.
(iv) h to 0(4). In our chosen gauge, R evaluated correctly
to 0(4) is given by
(5.19) R = V ( h U) + 4V 
To the necessary order, we also have
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1 2 i 3(5. 20) Too - 2 g oo T =4wp + 8vp(v. - U+ + p/p)
Then the solution to equation (5.5) is
(5. 21) h = - +2U2 - 4 - 421 - 2*4 -644
(v) gii and the PPN parameters. The final form for the metric
is
goo = i - 2U + 2U2 - 4* 1 -2[ 2b 2 + b3 + 3b 4 ],
7 i W(5. 22) go = + 2 a '
g = - (1 + 2U)6 -.
Since the metric is already in the standard PPN gauge, we can read off
the PPN parameter values immediately (see also Table 5.I):
y=~= 1i,
(5. 23)
i = 2 3 = i = 2 3 = °4
f. Discussion. We note from equations (5. 23) that general
relativity is a Fully Conservative Theory (ai = 0, t = 0) with no preferred-
frame effects (i = 0).
5'3. Scalar-Tensor Theories
A variety of metric theories of gravity have been devised which
postulate in addition to the metric, a scalar gravitational field p. The
most general such theory was examined by Bergmann (1968) and
Wagoner (1970), and special cases were studied earlier by Jordan
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(1948, 1955), Thirry (1948), Brans and Dicke (1961) and by Nordtvedt
(1970b). We will examine the Bergmann-Wagoner Theory in detail,
then will discuss the various special cases.
a. Principal References: Bergmann (1968), Wagoner (1970).
b. Gravitational Fields Present: ,~.
c. Arbitrary Parameters and Functions: Two arbitrary functions
of A0, the "coupling" function w(,q) and the cosmological function M\(f).
\(9) is known to be too small to be measurable in the solar system, so
it will be dropped.
d. Field Equations: The field equations are derived from an
invariant action principle
0 = 6[f -g{ ,R - [ ()/, ] g i,+2Xi .
(5. 24)
+ L(gij,. .. ) x .
In this form, the theory satisfies the postulates of a metric theory (for
a discussion of other "non-metric" representations of the theory, see
Ni [1972a]). The resulting field equations are
1i 8T + ()
Rij -2 gtjR -2gi  = g, Tij , ,j -' g ij ',k '
(5. 25)
+ i (9, i; j - 'gj)
(5.26) '(8+ T2 dcXdp-2 r.. 1 (8dT o)
The stressed-matter equations of motion,
(5.27) Tij 0,
;j
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follow from the form of the interaction Lagrangian, or directly from
the field equations.
e. The Post-Newtonian Limit: Far from the solar-system,
the scalar field qp is assumed to have a present value q o, determined
by the rest of the Universe. In a coordinate system at rest relative
to the Universe, we write
gi3j =ij + hij
(5. 28) + '
w(p) = W + W'V + .. ,
where
(5. 29) c = )(PO), . o' = do/dJp 
(We assume the cosmological function X is zero.) Following the
technique of Chandrasekhar (1965), the field equations (5.25) and
(5. 26) may be solved, and the post-Newtonian metric obtained (for
details, see Nordtvedt [ 1970b], Ni [ 1972a] ). The result is
go = 1- 2U + 2(1 +)U 2 _ 4+ 4()i
(4(.0 + - A) 2 243 6(1 +w) 44  2w 4 '
(5..30)
goo~ =i ' =' + c
. a 2( ) V + i W
gap = - [1 + 2(i +w )U] 6
where
(5.31) A = w'/(3 +'2w)2 (4 + 2w)
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By comparing equations (5.30) with the PPN metric in Table 4.I, we can
read off the PPN parameter values for this theory (see also Table 5. 1):
Y (Z+)~f= 1 +A,
(5. 32)
- 1 2 3 =1 =2 = 3 = 4 0
The Newtonian gravitational constant G (as measured by studying
Keplerian orbits far from the gravitating matter) is related to the
scalar field in the theory by
(5.33) G Today 4o 3 + 2w = !
o
(GToday = by our use of geometrized units.) If the asymptotic
scalar field evolves in time as a result of the changing structure of the
Universe, G may change secularly with time from its present value
of unity according to
(5.344) =C + 2w'2
5Today L (34+w) +' do Today
f. Other Theories and Special Cases:
(i) Nordtvedt's (1970b) Scalar-Tensor Theory is equivalent
to the Bergmann-Wagoner Theory in the special case of zero cosmolo-
gical function, i.e., \ = 0 (Ni 1972a). Its PPN parameters are the
same as in the Bergmann-Wagoner Theory (see Table 5.1).
(ii) Dicke-Brans-Jordan Theory is the special case w = const.,
X = 0 of the Bergmann-Wagoner-Nordtvedt theories (Jordan 1948, 1955;
Thirry 1948; Brans and Dicke 1961). Its post-Newtonian limit was
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calculated by Nutku (i969a), and its PPN:parameters may be obtained
from the Bergmann-Wagoner-Nordtvedt PPN parameters by setting
' = 0 (see Table 5.I). In the limit c-w + oo, Dicke-Brans-Jordan
Theory reduces to general relativity.
g. Discussion: We note that the Scalar-Tensor Theories are
all Fully Conservative Theories (a = 0,i = 0), with no preferred
frame effects (ai = 0).
Since gravitation appears to be a long-range, purely attractive
force, one might expect the Universe's global matter distribution to
affect local: gravitational physics, and to play a dominant 'role in
establishing any "preferred" reference frame-. In fact, from this
"Machian" point of view, the mystery seems to be: How can a metric
theory of gravity avoid at all having a preferred .frame related to the
Universe rest-frame? General relativity and the Scalar-Tensor theories
obviously avoid preferred-frame effects (cf. their parameter values
al= z = a3 = 0 in Table 5.I) even though the Scalar-Tensor Theories
embody several "Machian"' concepts [cf. eqs. (5. 33) and (5. 34)] . Before
we discuss theories which do have preferred frames, we must first
shed some light on how these exceptional theories avoid, them. We
confine our attention to Lagrangian-based metric theories (so that
a3 = =Z = 4 - 0) which assume no preferred frame a priori
(later in this section we will examine theories which do assume "prior
geometry") .
Consider a local gravitational system, such as the solar system,
which is embedded in the Universe. We separate the computation of
the metric into two parts: a Universal or cosmological solution, and
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a "local" solution. From this viewpoint, the Universe affects the local
gravitational physics of the system by establishing the boundary con-
ditions (at a boundary "far" from the matter) for the various fields
generated by the local system. The local system "feels" its relation-
ship to the Universe via the asymptotic field values of the fields
present; metric , scalar field p, vector field K, second-rank
tensor field C, and so on. Several conclusions follow:
1) A theory which- contains solely a metric field yields local
gravitational physics which is identical in all asymptotic Lorentz frames,
and which does not change with Universe evolution. In addition, the
Newtonian gravitational constant (cf. Sect. 6) is unaffected by the
proximity of matter. All this follows from the invariance properties
of nij (the asymptotic form of gij), the only field coupling the local
system asymptotically to the Universe, and from general covariance,
which allows us to always find a coordinate system in which the metric
field takes this Minkowskii form at the boundary between the Universe
and the local system.
2) A theory which contains a metric field and a scalar field 9
yields physics which is identical in all asymptotic Lorentz frames, but
which may vary with Universe evolution; G may be affected by proximity
of matter. These conclusions follow from invariance of both ]ij and
p under Lorentz transformations, but now V9 may vary with Universe
evolution and may depend on the proximity of matter.
3) A theory which contains a vector field K1 and/or an additional
second-rank tensor field Cij yields local physics which may depend on
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motion relative to a preferred Universe rest-frame, and which may
vary with evolution of the Universe; G may be affected by proximity of
matter. This follows because the asymptotic values of K i and Cij
are not invariant under Lorentz transformations (an exception would
be Cij [asymptotic] proportional to llj) .
In summary, it is the Lorentz invariance of the asymptotic
fields ~ and lij which makes it impossible to have preferred-frame
effects in theories containing solely those fields. Thus we must appeal
to vector- or tensor-metric theories (or to theories with "prior
geometry") for preferred-frame effects.
It is commonly believed that cosmological vector fields and
additional second-rank tensor fields are absent from physics (cf. Sect. 2).
The Hughes-Drever experiment (measurement of the isotropy of inertial
mass) and a variety of laboratory "ether-drift" experiments have been
used by Dicke [(1964); see also Peebles and Dicke (1962); Peebles
(1962)] to rule out these fields. Closer examination of these arguments
shows that the experimental evidence rules out only those vector and
"second tensor" cosmological fields which couple directly to matter.
Since these experiments were performed under conditions where the
effects of gravity were negligible, they do not rule out vector and second-
tensor fields which couple only to gravity.
We now proceed to discuss such theories.
5'4, Vector-Metric Theories
We assume these theories are derivable from a coordinate-
invariant Lagrangian, with no a priori assumption of a special coordinate
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frame or of any prescribed form for the tensors in the theory. For
simplicity, we restrict ourselves to theories which have linear field
equations for the (timelike) vector field; nevertheless, a wide variety
of theories is possible. The general Lagrangian has the form
LV-M = LI (gij; matter and non-gravitational fields)
(5. 35) + k i R + k KiKiR + k3KiKjRiJ + k 4 Ki;jKi;
+ ksKijKJ; + k6Ki;iKj;J,
where R1 j and R are the Ricci tensor and scalar formed from the
metric, k i , ... k 6 are dimensionless coupling constants. The PPN
parameters for a special case of these vector-metric theories have
been computed:
a. Principal References: Will and Nordtvedt (1972).
b. Gravitational Fields Present: g9, K.
c. Arbitrary Parameters and Functions: K, the asymptotic
"strength" of the vector field.
d. Field Equations: The field equations are derived from an
invariant action principle:
(5. 36) 0 = S ['-g Go {R + K i;jKk; g gi } + L1J d4 x,
where G plays the role of an unrenormalized gravitational constant.
0
This theory corresponds to the case [eq. (5. 35)] k i = k =G 1,
k 2 = k = k k 6 =. The field equations are(2 3 5 6
;j( (5.37) K K;j
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(5. 38) R J 2 gR = 8rG Ti + ij'
where ..i is the vector-field stress-energy tensor given by
· 1;m j 7 ;nij i;m j m;i ;j 2 ;nm gij
(5. 39)
+ 2 (KmSij K Sm K KS m) ;m
where
Sij = Ki;j + Kj;.
The stressed-matter equations of motion
(5.41) Ti ,
;j
follow from the form of L I or directly from the field equations.
e. The Post-Newtonian Limit: The metric is expanded about
the flat-space Minkowskii metric according to
(5.42) g1 j(x,t) = 'ij + hij(x't)
where, far from the matter, hij tends asymptotically toward zero.
We also expand the vector field Ki about its asymptotic value. How-
ever, in order to simplify the calculation, we work in a coordinate
system in which the asymptotic vector field has only a time component;
i. e. asymptotically
(5.43) K O0.
Then, in this coordinate system, we have
(5.44) IKIZ 1ijKiK j = KZIK = K
z
i 
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far from the configuration of fluid. The frame in which K = K and
o
K = 0 is presumably the rest-frame of the Universet s smoothed-out
distribution of matter. The expansion of the vector field can thus be
written
K = K + q(x,t) ,
(5. 45)
K k (x,t),
where qg is 0(2) and k is 0(3), and both go to zero far from the
matter. The resulting PPN metric is (see Will and Nordtvedt [1 972]
for details):
go= 1 - U + 2-U 2 4 1- 4 2 24 3 - 6 4 ,
2 2
(5.46) 2 7 V + 7 I + W a
g =p =- (i + 2U)6 ~ ,
and the PPN parameters have the values (see also Table 5.I)
y==l, 1 °= ' 2 = K /(i +21 K2)
(5. 47)
3 = =i 2 = [3 4= 0
The gravitational constant G is related to G and the vector field by0
G
GToday + KZ 1.
2
If the asymptotic vector field evolves in time, G may change from its
present value according to
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(5.49) G(d)Today ( )]
f. Discussion: This Vector-Metric Theory is a Semi-Conservative
theory (a 3 = =1 = Z 3 = 4 = 0) and does predict preferred-frame
effects (a2 * 0, see Sect. 7).
5' 5. Tensor-Metric Theories
A wide class of Tensor-Metric Theories can be constructed
following the same prescription as for the Vector-Metric Theories.
For a symmetric tensor field Cij
.
, we can devise a Lagranglan of the
form
LT-M = LI(gij; matter and non-gravitational fields)
+k l 'R +k 2 'ICiCijR +k 3'(Cijgij)ZR
(5+ 50) + k4Cg Ck R + k5 CikC C R
ii;k. + s'ikC kiJ
+ kC Ci k + k 6rCi;kcL ; + k 'c k Cij6 k 7j;kC k' ik; ;j
+ k 9 ij;gj kg k;i+ k1o'Cj;kCl k gijg m.
We point out here that the above equation (5.50) alone does not
reveal the full richness of possible Lagrangian terms for tensor-metric
theories. If Cij is a non-singular field, one can define Christoffel
· Sj~i
symbols in terms of Cij. Also, third-rank tensors Sjk can be pro-
duced by taking the difference of the Cristoffel symbols
(5. 51) S jk= r jk(g) - rijk(C)
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Covariant derivatives can be defined with respect to each tensor, gij
or Cij, and tensor densities can be formed using either
or
%/ det C I
All these quantities can be used to construct Lagrangian terms.
Nordtvedt and Hellings (1972) have studied these Tensor-Metric
Theories in detail.
5'6. Conformally Flat Theories
Conformally flat theories possess a global Lorentz metric 
and a scalar field 4, which generate the physical metric via the alge-
braic equation
(5. 52) g = i lj
The scalar field is generated by the matter via a wave-type equation.
One of the most famous of the conformally flat theories is Nordstr~m's
Second Theory.
a. Principal References: Nordstrnm (1913, 1914), Einstein
and Fokker (1914), Whitrow and Morduch (1960, 1965).
b. Gravitational Fields Present: A, , g.
c. Arbitrary Parameters and Functions: None.
d. Field Equations: In the form derived by Einstein and Fokker
(1914), they are
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(5. 53) Ck= ,
(5. 54) R = 24rrT,
where Cijkf is the Weyl conformal tensor constructed from 9. But
the vanishing of the Weyl tensor guarantees the existence of a flat
spacetime metric and a scalar field p which generate g j by
2(5. 55) gij = ij
Equations (5.53) and (5. 54) also allow p to be calculated from the
variational principle
(5.56) 0= S (LI 3 RI-_g) d4x
The field equation (5. 54) then becomes
ij - 4KT~p3(5.57) li 4 TV.
Equation (5.57) is Nordstrsm's original field equation.
e. The Post-Newtonian Limit: By solving the field equation
(5. 57) for q' to the appropriate order (see Ni [1972a] for details) we
obtain
goo i - U 2 + 61 2 -2)3 + 64 ,
(5. 58) V + I W
gap = - (i - 2U)6 3 ,
from which we get
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(5. 59) =
=
3 
=
1 2 = 3 4= 0
Notice that Nordstrrnm's Second Theory is a Fully Conservative Theory
(ai = pi = 0) with no preferred frames (ai = 0).
f. Other Theories or Special Cases: A variety of conformally
flat theories have been devised. We list them here, and quote their
PPN parameter values in Table 5.I. The reader is referred to Ni
(1972a) for details and references.
(i) General Conformally Flat Theory (Ni 1972a),
(ii) General Conformally Flat Theory, Lagrangian based (Ni 1972a),
(iii) Whitrow-Morduch Conformally Flat Theory (Whitrow and
Morduch 1960, 1965),
(iv) Littlewood-Bergmann Theory (Littlewood 1953, Bergmann
1956),
(v) Nordstrim's First Theory (NordstrOm 1912).
g. Discussion: We will see in Sect. 7 that Conformally-Flat
Theories all predict zero bending of light rays by the Sun and zero
relativistic time-delay of light signals passing by the Sun. This can
also be deduced from the conformal invariance of Maxwell's equations
(i.e., invariance under a transformation gij - 42 gij): propagation of
light rays in the metric p Tlij is identical to propagation in the flat
space metric ij., namely straight-line propagation at constant speed.ij
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5'7. Stratified Theories with Time-Orthogonal Conformally Flat Space
Slices
Some metric theories of gravity endow spacetime with a "prior"
geometric structure, which exists independently of field equations or
the distribution of matter in the Universe. This "prior geometry" can
take many different forms. Conformally flat theories of gravity exhibit
"prior geometry" by insisting that the metric of spacetime be conformally
flat (vanishing Weyl tensor) regardless of the motion and evolution of the
matter. An important class of theories of gravity which postulate a
"prior geometry" are the "Stratified Theories with Time-Orthogonal
Conformally Flat Space Slices" (Ni 1972a).
These theories are devised using the following prescription: The
Universe's large-scale distribution of matter determines a preferred
reference frame whose space slices ("strata") are conformally flat,
although the full spacetime is not. In this preferred frame, the metric
has the form
(5. 60) ds 2 = eZ dt 2 e2 % (dx2 + dy2 + dz 2 )
where g and %t are scalar fields. In geometric, coordinate-free
language, such theories have (i) a background, flat metric f ; (ii) a
Universal time coordinate t (a scalar field) which is covariantly
constant and has timelike gradients with respect to Tj ; (iii) scalar
gravitational fields qp and LP; and (iv) a metric g construction from
T, t, a, and ' by
(5.61) 9 t= e2 r + e2 e 2 i]dt dt .g e2] +[ e b
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These theories differ from one another by their field equations for 9.
and 4. Some Stratified Theories, contain a single gravitational field
4p and construct the metric using functions of 9:
(5. 62) 9 eZg()]l+ [ e Z f(,) - e2g(')] dtodt
We will describe a recent theory of this type, published by Nathan Rosen
(197ia,b)
a. Principal References: Rosen (1971a,b), Ni (1972a).
b. Gravitational Fields Present: l, Up, 4, t, 9.
c. Arbitrary Parameters and Functions: Three parameters
a, b, c. In order to have the correct Newtonian limit, b must satisfy
(5.63) b = 2 + c2/4a .
The post-Newtonian limit is independent of a, and so contains only one
arbitrary parameter X, given by
(5. 64) X =c/2a
d. Field Equations: The field equations are derived from an
invariant action principle
(5. 65) 0 6 [g g (agg, i, pj + b4iJ 9j + Cp lj) + Li] d4 x,
and are given by (in the preferred referenceframe)
a 2 e(9O) + 2 e VP |i>X
(5.66)+b P)2{[9co ) +3] e 'L-[V 2 + i IV 12 +, Vo }
+ c e-2 [,oPo +3(, )2 1 - e- 2 [V 2'+ V1 2 ]} = - 8rrT°
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(5. 67) + 
-
,
+ (] +) + |0IF,]o -e - |2V+1I I + V*. V97 ] l}
- _2t[,2y +lv~l2_v297+lvfl ]} = - 8tT,
where
(5. 68) T
°
o = g°°T T = gijTij .
o g oo' 
The stressed matter equations of motion followfrom the form of L I ,
namely
(5. 69) TJ =0.
e. The Post-Newtonian Limit: Working in the preferred
reference frame (at rest with respect to the Universe), we may compute
the post-Newtonian metric from equations (5.66), (5. 67) and (5.68),
making use of the constraint (5o 63) Then, in our Standard PPN Gauge,
the resulting metric takes the form
goo= - zU +(3 . x ) u -z(1 +X)4 1 - (5s- 1)_2- 2 3- 6X4;q,
(5. 70) = Va 2 
g , = - (1 + Z U) ap ,
with PPN parameters
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Y = X , A =- X(3 + k) , a i = - 4(1 + ) ,
(5.71)
'2 = 3 = i = g2 = g3 = 4 = o
Note that Rosen's theory is a Semi-Conservative Theory with preferred-
frame effects.
f. Other Theories or Special Cases: There are several other
Stratified Theories, many of which are discussed in detail by Ni (1972a).
Two additional stratified theories were devised by Ni himself. We list
them here and quote their PPN parameter values in Table 5. 1.
(i) Page-Tupper Theory (Page and Tupper 1968),
(ii) Papapetrou's Theory (Lagrangian-based) (Papapetrou.
1954a,b,c),
(iii) Yilmaz's Theory (Yilmaz 1958, 196Z) (as completed by Ni
[1972a] ),
(iv) Ni's Lagrangian Stratified Theory (Ni 1972a),
(v) Ni's General Stratified Theory (Ni 1972a),
(vi) Coleman's Theory (Coleman 1971),
(vii) Einstein's Theory with "Variable Velocity of Light"
(Einstein 1912),
(viii) Whitrow-Morduch Theory with "Variable Velocity of Light"
(Whitrow and Morduch 1960, 1965).
g. Discussion: We conclude this subsection with a theorem
concerning the PPN parameter a i for stratified theories:
In every stratified theory of gravity with time-orthogonal,
conformally fiat space slices, the PPN parameter ai has the value
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(5° 72) 'h = - 4(1 + y) .
Note that all the stratified theories in Table 5.I obey equation (5. 72).
In Sect. 7, we will make use of this result along with the experimentally
measured value for y (~ 1.0± 0.1) to show that all the stratified theories
in Table 5. I disagree violently with experiment.
The proof of this theorem goes as follows: Pick any stratified
theory with time-orthogonal conformally flat space slices. Using a
coordinate system at rest with respect to the Universe, compute the
post-Newtonian metric due to an arbitrary configuration of matter.
To put this metric into the "standard" PPN gauge, it may be necessary
to apply an infinitesimal gauge transformation [ eq. (4. 27)]
(5. 73) tt = t + EX xt = x
for some value of e. Since goa was initially identically zero [ by
assumption, cf. eq. (5. 60)], in the new gauge it becomes
(goa) t = FXot
(5. 74)
= - EV +EWa
a a
By comparing this with the PPN metric in Table 4. I we obtain
i
2 (4 y + 3 + a1 - a2 + -1) 
=
- e 
(5.75)
2 (1 - - 1) = e
Adding equations (5.75) we obtain, finally,
(5.i76) = - (4 y + 4) ,
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independent of gauge, E. Qo E.D.
5'8. Whitehead's Theory
a. Principal References: Whitehead (1922), Synge (1952).
b. Gravitational'Field Present: .
c. Arbitrary Parameters and Functions: None.
d. Field Equations: Whitehead's (1922) theory of gravity is a
Lorentz-invariant action-at-a-distance metric theory. The metric 9
determines the geodesics along which freely-falling test bodies move,
and in the local inertial frames of 9 , the non-gravitational laws of
physics take on their standard special relativistic forms. The theory
also contains a global Lorentz metric which is physically un-
observable, but which appears in the equations used to calculate g:
for a field point with four-vector position X , gab is given by the
following equations (cf. Fig. 5. 1)
gab( X ) = nab Z- 2 mk(Yk)a(yk)b/wk
k
Yk: X-Xk ' Yk Yk =,
(5. 77)
Wk = Yk (dXk/do-) 
do 2 = nab dx a dx b
where " " means contraction with respect to lab' and where mk is
the rest mass of the k'th particle. Thus the metric gab is determined
at a point in spacetime by the effect of all other masses along the past
-"light cone" of the point. In order to generalize equations (5.77) to
continuous, fluid systems, we notice that the total rest masses of
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particles in a small element of volume along the past fl-light cone
is equal to the flux-of matter across the corresponding element dE c
of the three-dimensional hypersurface which comprises the Tlight-cone:
(5. 78) mk 
=
(J-Ig puc dZc)
element
on S]-cone
where p is the rest mass density of matter, as measured in a local
co-moving inertial frame of 9, and uc is the four-velocity of the
element of matter. The superscript (-) indicates quantities to be
evaluated along the past l-light-cone. Then
(Y -) (Y-)
a -b (V-g puCdE Fgab°° nab - (w_ 3 dc )
(5.79) Y-- X"X-, Y- Y = 0 
w 'y- (dX-/d) -
Note that when written in terms of p, equation (5. 79) for the metric is
now an implicit integral equation for gab' since gab itself appears
inside the integral.
e. The Post-Newtonian Limit: In the post-Newtonian metric,
all field quantities are evaluated on a constant-time hypersurface 2,
rather than along the past "- light cone" 2-, at each point. By
following each element of fluid from the past f-light cone to the
present (2), one can show that if d2I is the intersection of the world
tube of a given element of matter with the constant-time hypersurface a,
then, because of conservation of rest-mass, equations (4.71) and (4.81),
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(5. 80) (-v-g puc d2c)- = V-g puC dZc = 1-g' p'u° ' dx',
~~~C C
as long as no net flow of matter has occurred across the walls of the
element's world tube. We must also express (Y-)i and w- in terms
of quantities evaluated on E. The crucial formulas are
(y-) = (x-x')* + Ix - x' Iv'+v'. (x-x')v ' a
2x-x~ l2 dv'a/dt,
(-(5.81) Ix-x'l +v'.(x-x')/Ix-x'l +v'(5.8) ~~
+ [ v' (x-x')/|x-x' ]2 i (x-x')' dv'/dt}
w- = x-xl { i + 2[ (x-x,)/lx-x, ]2 + (x-x'')dv'/dt}
We make a gauge transformation to put the metric in the standard PPN
gauge:
a a + P'(x-x') dx'
lx-x' I
(5. 82)
xo x - 2 p ln Ix-x' dx' - Xo
and obtain
goo =1 -2U + U Z+ 24 1 - 44 2 6G
P P'l(x-x') (X -X" (x--xI)
x-x' 13 x-" X'-X" I'("
i 7(5.83) goa V + 2 W
=
c'
g13p 
=
- (I + 2U)6op.
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Except for the final term in goo' this is the same as a PPN metric with
parameter values
y = 1, [ = 1, 1a = a2 ca3 
=
2 
=
0 ,
(5.84)
1 
=
- 6, 3 = - 1, 4 = - 1 .
The extra term in go, which prevents us from analysing Whitehead's
theory completely within the PPN framework, will be shown (Sect. 7)
to have striking observable consequences.
f. Other Theories or Special Cases: Generalizations of
Whitehead's theory have been examined by Schild (1956, 1962).
g. Discussion: In its original form, Whitehead's theory could
not describe measurements made by rods and atomic clocks, and said
nothing about the trajectories of photons. The interpretation we hse
here was first introduced by Synge (1952) to make Whitehead's theory
complete. For further discussion of Whitehead's theory, see Temple
(1924), Rayner (1954, 1955), Clark (1954), Whitrow and Morduch (1965),
and Will (1971d).
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6. EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN THE PPN FORMALISM
6' 1. Introduction
One of the fundamental postulates of any metric theory of gravity
is that "test" bodies, i.e. bodies with negligible size and structure,
follow geodesics of the spacetime metric. The early Eddington-
Robertson-Schiff versions of the PPN formalism treated the sun and
planets as test bodies and used the geodesic equation of motion
d xi r i dxd(6.1) v+ = '
where X is an affine parameter along the body's world line, to calculate
their trajectories. However, the test-body model for the planets is
unrealistic and inadequate for studying all the experimental tests made
possible by current technology. Rather, the planets must be viewed as
finite, self-gravitating "clumps" of matter. One model for the planets
builds them up out of swarms of test-bodies which interact with each
other only through their mutual gravitational attraction, i.e. an "ideal"
gas (Nordtvedt 1968b). Each test body follows a geodesic of the metric
produced by the other test bodies in the planet, as well as by other
planets, and the motion of each planet is obtained by averaging the
motions of all the constituent test bodies. Another model treats the
planets as self-gravitating "clumps" of perfect nonviscous fluid (Will
1971a). Each element of fluid obeys the "stressed-matter" equation of
motion
(6. 2) T;Ti;j=0,
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and the motion of each planet is obtained by averaging over all the
constituent fluid elements. Detailed justification of the perfect-fluid
model for the planets is given in Will (1971a). In Subsection 6'3, we
will derive PPN equations of motion for the planets using the perfect-
fluid model.
The PPN formalism treats photons as test-bodies with zero
mass; their trajectories are therefore null geodesics of the metric,
i.e. geodesics constrained by
(6.3) 0 = (gij d x d x j)l/2
This result follows directly from the curved-space vacuum Maxwell
Equations, valid in any metric theory:
Fij ;j= (6.4)
[ ij;k]
when we take the geometrical optics (photon) limit. In Subsection 6'2
we will derive PPN equations of motion for photons.
The remainder of Sect. 6 is devoted to deriving PPN equations
for the precession of the spin of a rotating body (gyroscope or planet)
(Subsect. 6'4), and to obtaining an expression for the Newtonian gravi-
tational constant as measured by a Cavendish experiment performed in
the solar system ("locally measured G") (Subsect. 6' 5).
6' 2. Equations of Motion for Photons in the PPN Formalism
We begin with the photon geodesic equation
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(6. 5) v dxi +i dxj dxk
x + jk T .dk
where k is an "affine" parameter measured along the photon's tra-
jectory (dX is not the same as ds, which is zero for a null trajectory).
We can rewrite equation (6. 5) using PPN coordinate time t rather than
X as affine parameter by noticing from equation (6. 5) that (x ° = t):
d2 dxj dxk(6.6) dt dxdx(6. 6) 2; + r, -jk dX -dX 
Then equation (6.5) can be rewritten
(6 7) d X r xa dxJ dx r dxk dx dr~ ddxk - F 0 -(6. 7) jkdt jk dtdt jd-%=0
The solutions to equation (6. 7) must be null geodesics, and so must
satisfy
dxi dxJ(6.8) gij -d x 0
To post-Newtonian accuracy, equations (6. 7) and (6. 8) may be written
(see Table 6. I for expressions for the Christoffel symbols r k):
Z a U dx a dx
(6.9) dut |) -2 dxt VU (I +y),
(6.10) 0 = i -Z Idx/dtl 2 (i + 2yU)
The' Newtonian, or first-order solution of these equations is
(6.11) XNEWTONIA N = (t -to), Inj = 1 ,
in other words, straight-line propagation at constant speed, Idx/dt| = 1.
By writing
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(6.12) x = n(t - t ) +p ,
and substituting into equations (6.9) and (6.10) we obtain post-Newtonian
equations for the deviation x of the photon's path from uniform,
p
straight-line motion:
2 a
(6.13) p (i y)[ a - Zn an VU
dt 2 8x
(6.14) n dx /dt = - ( + y)U .
-P
We will use these equations in Sect. 7 to derive expressions for the
deflection of light by the Sun and for the time-delay of photons passing
close to the Sun.
6' 3. Equations of Motion for Massive Bodies in the PPN Formalism
In Newtonian gravitational theory, massive, self-gravitating
bodies, i.e. planets, obey very simple equations of motion, provided
we neglect tidal couplings between them (torques, tidal dissipation
effects, etc.). By defining an inertial mass and a center of mass for
each body according to
(6.15) m body dx ,
m=ith body
(6. 16) Xi (i/mi), px dx
one can show, using the Newtonian equation of continuity (eq. [4.18])
that
(6.17) dmi/dt 
=
0
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(6.18) vi. = dXi/dt = (i/m i ) S pv dx,
(6.19) a. = dvi/dt = (i/mi) C p(dv/dt) dx.
By using the Newtonian perfect-fluid equation of motion (eq. [4. 18]) we
obtain the following expression for a.
(6. 20) a,= Yu
J + 1J 3 +
(6. 21) ,= (IE+ 1Q Up A )
where m. is the inertial mass of the jth massive body, Q is its
quadrupole moment defined by
(6. 22) Qj = p(3xx - x 6 a) dx
and r is given by
(6. 23) r XiXtj i j
We now wish to generalize these equations to the post-Newtonian
approximation, using the PPN formalism. Because there are many
different "mass densities" in the post-Newtonian limit -- rest-mass
of baryons p, mass-energy density p(l + II), "conserved" density p
and so on -- there are a variety of possible definitions for inertial mass.
We will use the following definition: Construct a coordinate frame
completely surrounding the ith massive body and momentarily at .rest
with respect to its center of rest mass, i.e. a frame in which
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Jp v dx
(6.24) - 0(6.24) REST MASS =
Let this frame fall freely along a test-body trajectory in the field of all
the other bodies except the ith. In the "interbody" region of this frame
(far from the ith body, yet between the ith body and the other bodies),
let the coordinate system be asymptotically Minkowskiian to some desired
degree of accuracy (we ignore tidal gravitational forces produced by the
external bodies). In this frame, the Newtonian gravitational potential
is 7, produced (to our desired degree of accuracy) only by the ith body:
p' dx'
(6. 25) U = p
The velocity of each element of matter in the ith body relative to this
frame is v(x). Using these quantities we now define the inertial mass
of the ith body:
(6. 26) mi - p* (1+2v - UII) dx
Note that m i is the total mass-energy of the body -- rest-mass of
particles, plus kinetic, gravitational and internal energies -- as
measured in a local, comoving "inertial" frame surrounding the body.
As long as we ignore tidal forces on the ith body, then according to
our discussion of conservation laws in the PPN formalism (cf. equation
[4.101]), m i is conserved to post-Newtonian accuracy, i.e.,
(6.27) dmi/dt= 0 
This can also be shown by explicit calculation using equations (4.18),
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(4.87), and (6.26).
We also define a center of inertial mass, valid in the PPN
coordinate system:
(6. 28) Xi. (i/mi)§ P*(1 + vZ) x-
By making use of the equation of continuity for p (eq. [ 4.86] or
[4.87]), and by using Newtonian equations of motion in any post-Newtonian
terms, we obtain for the ith body's velocity vi relative to the PPN
coordinate system:
vi
a
- dXi /dt
(6. 29)
=(1/mi/)S[p*(1 +. 2 v -2U+n)v +p 2 P W.d .2
where
(6.30) Wa = " x ~ dx'
The acceleration a i is thus given by
ai dvi'/dt
-2 ' - dva
=i [ i P ( 1+ v -- 2+II) dx
mi 2p*(l + v
(6.31i)
.+ +v BPv dx + (at-v a dx
-ax P ~Xl +:- i+wi a detrmd + I tha *4 era
where i i and Pi are determined purely by the internal
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structure of the ith body. Formulas for these and other "internal"
terms are given in Table 6.Io. The acceleration of the center of inertial
mass is thus more than just the weighted average of the accelerations
of individual fluid elements; it includes accelerations which depend only
on the internal structure of the body or on the body's velocity (vi)
relative to the PPN coordinate system. The meaning of many of these
additional terms will become clear later.
We now evaluate the first term in equation (6.31) using the PPN
perfect-fluid equations of motion. We substitute the post-Newtonian
expressions for T i j (Table 4. I) and for the Christoffel symbols r' 
(Table 6.1) into the stressed matter equation of motion
(6.32) TiJ .=0
and rewrite the equation in terms of the conserved density p . The
resulting equation of motion for each element of matter is given by
*dvo au a ZP - -= P [p(i +3yU)] + a v +n + P
3 x a X ex 2 P
d a a
-Pd [(2y+2)Uv - (4y+4+a1 )V Uwe]dt 7 2(4¥i
+v ap _(i+a ip (v -w
v ( t at 2 (1 +ai 2 - *)P (Va We)
(6.33)
- P [(4y +4 + a)v 1 + (a Za 3 )w] vp
*+ (e- 2w Wp)1 
+ P yv-aVv+7 3--3 )w - (ZP- )U + 3y -] 
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where 4 is given in Table 6.I.
We now substitute this expression for p dv/dt into equation
(6.31), and perform the integration, using Newtonian equations where
necessary to simplify any post-Newtonian terms. Considerable simpli-
fication of the equations results if we assume that the internal structure
of each massive body is stationary. This is a reasonable approximation
for the solar system, since any secular changes in the structure of the
Sun or planets occur over time scales much longer than orbital periods.
Moreover, any periodic changes in internal structure, such as tidal
deformations of the Earth, can be shown to have negligible post-Newtonian
orbital effects when averaged over several periods of oscillation. This
assumption of stationary structure allows us to use several Newtonian
virial relations to simplify post-Newtonian expressions. These relations,
easily derived using equations (4. i8) and the formulas given in Table 6.II,
have the form for each massive body:
dt
2dt(6.35) I O + + 3P
(6.37) P =0 = H + H 3 K ,dt
(6.38) z =o Hox,
(6.39) TP °0 = dx
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(6.40) d p*W dx= 0O = -ta - +*+3** a*a _ *
(6.41) dd Y P*Va dx = O = Ta + .r( z +IV' +P .(6.41) +
The final form of the equation of motion is
a + 31,,**cy
ai (/mi)[ (a3+ dl)tii -'i i
+ 6 t + 63iEi +364Pi]
a3(w + vi )Hi /mi
+ (mp)i a
m i M
m. r {(2y+2 ) rk + (20-1-5 2 ) r.k
i i i ____m_
(2y~zpi+ (i+7 - mlM rjJk
ji rij l i i + l ij 
rij 2 mkIrij r j kk-j rjk
21 1 2
- Y + (4y +4 +i)V vj -(2y +2+ 2+a 3 ) 
m. _ 
1 (z +a3 - )w +aw v+ Z- 2
- (4Y '+3+ia-Z+ 2) ij Zij
wkij jk
-- · 3
,iC ~: ij [ is u i ri j· r.k
m.
2 3 ,i; * [ (4Y 4 +al)_Vi - (4Y+Z-a- 2a 2)vj +Za2 w] vj
j i rij
i 2 r. · [(4y+4i - (4+- -)v) + 2awW] wa
joi rij
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where
(6.43) r rj /r
The first six terms in equation (6.42) ti' tY· ari*a Si
mx i and Pi depend only on the internal structure of the ith massive
body, and thus represent self-accelerations of the body's center of
inertial mass. Such self-accelerations are associated with breakdowns
in conservation of total momentum, since they depend on the PPN
"conservation lawn parameters c3' gi' a2, g3 and 54' In any Semi-
Conservative theory of gravity, i.e. one which has
(6.44) r3 = 2 = 3 4= 0
these self-accelerations are absent. Note too, that spherically sym-
metric massive bodies feel no self-accelerations regardless of the
theory of gravity, since for them the terms tic, icsa T **a mai
Eta, and 6n are identically zero.
The next term in equation (6.42):
(6.45) -a 3 (w +VI)H
is a "self acceleration" which involves the massive body's motion relative
to the mean Universal rest-frame. It depends on the "conservation-law-
preferred-frame" parameter a3, which is zero in any Semi-Conservative
theory of gravity. For any static massive body, v = 0 and thus Hi a
is zero, but for a body which rotates uniformly with angular velocity X,
(6.46) V= kX (x -X) ,
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and
HiPa =P¥6>'Slp J~ * *'(x'- Xi) (x-X')(Hi e x P P 6 3p dx dx'
(6.47) ~ x' )
= ePY6X(i )( 
For a nearly spherical body, the isotropic part of 12 6 makes the
dominant contribution to equation (6.47), i.e.
(i) i a
(6.48)
H.Ad1 ¢apY yg
Then the acceleration term in equation (6.45) becomes
(6.49) - a3(I2i/mi)(w + vi) X Xi
In Section 7 we will see that this term may produce strikingly large
observable effects in the solar system, if C3 is different from zero.
The next term in equation (6.42),
(6.50) (mp) a3
mi axi'
is the "quasi-Newtonian" acceleration of the massive body. Here
(mp)i
e
p is the "passive gravitational mass tensor" (Nordtvedt i968b,
Will 197ia), given by
,(6.51) (mp)ip . { P [i + (4p -y - 3 + )i/mi]
- (a2 + 2- gi)Qi /mi} '
and ~ is the "quasi-Newtonian potential", given by
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·* ii i
where m a is the "active gravitational mass" of the jth body (which
may be a function of position):
[m (rij)l j = mj[ i +(4P Y- 3-  23- 3 l- 2~2)gj/m j
(6.53) + ; 3 Ej/mj- (a 3 +3 4 + P/1)Pj/mM
2 rj(f;31 (i  rijY)(
In equation (6.52), Q is again the quadrupole moment of the jth
body, defined by
(6. 54) O \fp*(3xxP - x26) dx + (post-Newtonian
j ~corrections
In Newtonian theory, the active gravitational mass, the passive gravi-
tational mass and the inertial mass are the same, hence each massive
body's acceleration is independent of its mass or structure ("Equivalence
principle" -- see Sect. 3). However, according to equations (6.50) and
(6. 51), passive gravitational mass need not be equal to inertial mass in
a given metric theory of gravity (and in fact may be anisotropic); their
difference depends on several PPN parameters, and on the gravitational
self-energy (Si and Qc2) of the body. This "breakdown in the Equivalence
Principle" for massive bodies has been called the "Nordtvedt Effect"
after its discoverer (Nordtvedt 1968b; see also Dicke 1970, and Will
197ia). The observable consequences of the "Nordtvedt effect" will be
discussed in Sect. 7. The existence of this "Nordtvedt effect" does
not violate the Eotvos-Dicke-Braginsky experiment (Sect. 3) since
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the laboratory-sized bodies used in those experiments had negligible
self-gravity, i.e.
if2/mILABORATORY BODIES< 0-39
According to equation (6. 53), "active" gravitational mass for massive
bodies may also differ from inertial mass and passive gravitational
mass. In Newtonian gravitational theory, uniform center-of-mass
motion of an isolated system is a result of the law "action equals
reaction", i.e. of the law "active gravitational mass equals passive
gravitational mass". In the PPN formalism one can still use such
Newtonian language to describe the "quasi-Newtonian" acceleration,
equation (6.50). From Subsect. 4' 7, we know that uniform center-of-
mass motion is a property of Fully-Conservative theories of gravity,
i. e. theories which have
(6. 55) I = a2 = '3 = = = 3 = 4 = .
By substituting these parameter values into equations (6. 51) and (6. 53),
we find that for Fully-Conservative theories, the active and passive
masses are indeed equal and isotropic, and are given by
(6.56) m m i + (4P - y - 3)(/m)] .
a p
In general relativity (y = =i), the active, passive and inertial masses
are identical -- there is no Nordtvedt effect in general relativity.
The remaining terms in equation (6.42) we will call N-Body
accelerations. These are the post-Newtonian corrections to the Newtonian
equations of motion which would result from treating each body as a test
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body moving along a geodesic of the PPN metric produced by all the
other bodies, assumed to be point masses. It is these terms which
produce the "classical" perihelion shift of the planets, as well as a
host of other effects, to be examined in Sect. 7. For the case of general
relativity, the N-Body terms in equation (6.42) are in agreement with
the equations obtained by de Sitter (1916) [once a crucial error in
de Sitter's work has been corrected] , Einstein, Infeld and Hoffmann
(1938), Levi-Civita (1964), and Fock (1964). In Dicke-Brans-Jordan
theory, the N-Body terms reduce to those obtained by Estabrook (1969).
6'4. Equations of Motion for Spinning Bodies in the PPN Formalism
The motion of spinning bodies (gyroscopes, planets, elementary
particles) in curved spacetime has been a subject of considerable research
for many years. This research has been aimed at discovering (i) how a
body's intrinsic angular momentum (spin) alters its trajectory (deviations
from geodesic motion), and (ii) how a body's motion in curved spacetime
alters its spin.
No really satisfactory solution is available for the first problem,
because of the difficulties in defining a center of mass of a spinning
body in curved spacetime. The most successful attempts at a solution
have been made by Mathisson (1937), Papapetrou (1951), Corinaldesi
and Papapetrou (1951), Tulczyjew and Tulczyjew (1962) and Dixon (1964,
1970). The central conclusion of these calculations has been that the
intrinsic spin Sij (i.e. Jij evaluated in the body's "center-of-mass"
frame) of a body should produce deviations from geodesic motion of
the form
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(6.57) m6ai S 1UkRi
k i
where u is the body's four-velocity, and R is the Riemann
curvature tensor. However, these calculations differ greatly in details
and interpretation. For a spinning body moving with velocity v in a
Newtonian gravitational potential U ~ M/r, these deviations are, in
order of magnitude:
6a S([s /m)vl (M/r?)(6. 58)
(bZ /r)(M/ r) aNEWTONIAN '
where b is the radius of the body, and X its rotational angular velocity.
For a planet rotating near break-up velocity (X r m/b3), we have
6a < (m/b)i/2(M/r) 1/2(b/r)aNEWToNN
(6.59)
< 0 aNEWTONIAN 
and for a 4-cm-radius gyroscope orbiting the Earth (frequency 200 rps),
-20(6.60) 6a 0 10 aNEWTONIAN .
Thus, for the most part, spin-induced deviations from geodesic motion
can be ignored in the solar system. In our derivation of massive-body
\
equations of motion (Subsect. 6' 3), we ignored the effects of tidal gravi-
tational forces (Riemann curvature tensor); thus our equation of motion
(eq. [ 6.42]) does not include the effects of spin.
It is problem (ii), the effects of a body's motion on its spin which
is well understood. All calculations to date have shown that, as long as
the direct effects of tidal gravitational forces (Riemann curvature tensor)
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on the spinning body can be neglected, the spin S is Fermi-Walker
Transported along the body's world line. Here, the four-vector S
is given by
(6.61) SI =CE 2ikS u
(6.62) uSi = 0
The equation 'of Fermi-Walker transport is then
(6.63) uJi = ui(aJ S)
where a is the body's four-acceleration, given by
i j i(6.64) a = uu t
The reader is referred to Misner, Thorne and Wheeler (1972) for more
detailed discussion of Fermi-Walker transport.
It is convenient to analyse equation (6. 63) in a local inertial
frame which is comoving with the body. The basis vectors of this
frame are related to the basic vectors of our PPN coordinate system
by a Lorentz transformation plus a normalization, and are given by
(see Misner, Thorne and Wheeler [1972])
i i
e = u,
0
(6.65) e =va + 0(3)
Ten, = eu(1 - yU)v6 2. vvp + 0(4) .
Then, because of equation (6 .62), the spin is a purely spatial vector in
the comoving orthonormal frame, i.e.
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i i(6. 66) So = e = uS= O .
We now calculate the precession of the spatial components of the spin
iS-. Since e~ u i = 0, we have, from equation (6. 63),
0 e^ YSa i;j
(6.67)
uJSA -S ueeJ
a= ;j - Si ;j
Since S- is a scalar (scalar product of two vectors), we have:
(6. 68) uS = u j = dS-/ds.a;j a-,j a
The second term in equation (6.67) is most easily evaluated in the PPN
coordinate frame. Using equations (6.65), we first obtain relations
between S i and Si:
(6.69) S = - v S + 0(3),S
(6. 70) S (1 + yU)S. +! z ve (vpSpS) + 0(4OS.
z a V
Then after some simplification, we get, to post-Newtonian order,
dS-
(6.71) -a= sv[aap] + o[p,] + (ZY + i)v[ pU,] ],
where al is the body's four-acceleration. This can be rewritten in
three-dimensional vector notation:
(6. 72) dS/ds = 9 X ,
(6.73) a [ X + X h + (2 y + i)v XVU],
(6.74) h go ae .
iii
In equation (6. 71) it does not matter whether the vectors entering into
Q are evaluated in the PPN coordinate frame or in the comoving frame
since their spatial basis vectors differ only by terms of 0(2). We
have calculated the precession of the spin relative to a comoving frame
which is rotationally tied to the PPN coordinate frame, whose axes
are fixed relative to the distant galaxies. Thus we have calculated the
spin's precession angular velocity a2 relative to a frame fixed with
respect to the distant galaxies. We will discuss the observable conse-
quences of this precession in Sect. 7.
6' 5. Cavendish Experiments and the Locally-Measured Newtonian
Gravitational Constant
Here we derive an equation which is not really an equation of
motion, but is nevertheless a fundamental result in the PPN formalism.
Since the formulation of the Dicke-Brans-Jordan scalar-tensor theory,
considerable interest has focused on the constancy of the Newtonian
gravitational constant G. One line of investigation examines the effect
of the evolution of the Universe on the value of G as measured in the
mean rest-frame of the Universe far from any local distribution of
matter. Several theories predict a secular rate of change of this
"constant" (see Sect. 5), whose "present" value has been set equal to
unity by our choice of units. A second line of investigation examines
the effect of nearby matter (planets and stars) and of motion through the
Universe on the value of G measured in laboratory Cavendish experi-
ments (Brans 19 6 2a, Nordtvedt 1970b, Will 1971d). This value is
normally called the "locally measured" gravitational constant. In an
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idealized version of such a Cavendish experiment one measures the
relative acceleration of two bodies as a function' of their masses and
of the distance between them. Distances and times are measured by
means of physical rods and atomic clocks at rest in the laboratory.
The gravitational constant G is then identified as that number with
3 -1 -2dimensions cm g sec2 which appears in Newton's law of gravitation
for the two bodies.
Since gravimeters are extremely sensitive devices for measuring
accelerations, we shall use as our Cavendish experiment a gravimeter
at rest on the surface of the Earth. A calculation for Cavendish experi-
ments with both bodies of laboratory sizes would proceed similarly and
would produce the same final answer.
We idealize our Earth-gravimeter Cavendish experiment as
follows: a body of mas m 1 (Earth) is freely falling through spacetime.
A test body with negligible mass (gravimeter) is moving through space-
time, maintained at a constant proper distance rp from the Earth by a
four-acceleration F . An invariant "radial" unit four-vector Er,
carried by the gravimeter points directly toward the center of mass of
the Earth. Then, according to Newton's law of gravitation, the radial
component of the acceleration as measured by the gravimeter is given by
(6.75) F. E = GC /rp2 + rp(DEr/DT) · (DEr/DT) ,
where D/DT is the covariant derivative with respect to the gravimeter's
proper time T along the gravimeter's world line. The last term in
equation (6.75) is simply the centrifugal acceleration, defined in an
invariant way (except for corrections of order 109 m/rp 2 which
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we ignore; see below). Since F o E
r
is an invariant quantity, we can
calculate it in the PPN coordinate system and then use equation (6. 75)
to identify the locally-measured gravitational constant G.
Throughout this calculation, we will neglect any terms which
produce accelerations of 10
-
9 g or smaller, as measured by the
gravimeter. This amounts to neglecting Earth-generated post-Newtonian
accelerations of the gravimeter, post-Newtonian corrections to the
centrifugal acceleration and to tidal accelerations, and other, more
complicated accelerations. We do this because 10 9 g seems to be the
current limit of reliable Earth-bound gravimeter data. For further
discussion of relativistic affects which produce accelerations smaller
than 10 g see Nordtvedt (1971a) and Will (1971d). Of course all these
neglected accelerations would be even more negligible (<< 10
-
9 g) in a
laboratory-type Cavendish experiment.
We do the calculation in a PPN coordinate system which is
momentarily at rest with respect to the Earth. The PPN metric is
given by the expression in Table 4.I, where now the velocity w is the
Earth's velocity relative to the mean rest-frame of the Universe (denoted
wl). At any given moment of PPN coordinate time t, each body, denoted
by a subscript j, has a three-vector position denoted x,(t) and a velocity
denoted v.(t). We treat the gravimeter (j = 0) and the sun, planets and
stars (j = 2,3,...) as point masses, and the Earth (j = i) as a spherically
symmetric distribution of perfect fluid, but with negligible self-gravity.
[ See Nordtvedt ( 1 971a) for the result of treating the Earth as a massive,
self-gravitating body, with resultant accelerations of magnitude < 10- 9 g
due to the equivalence-principle breakdown, and accelerations dependent
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on the structure of the Earth.] We will separate the Newtonian gravi-
tational potential U due to the Earth from that due to the other planets
and the sun
(6.76) U(x) U(x) mk/rk 
k-li
where
(6. 77) rk = - ,k , rk = ( x - Xk I (x-xk)(x- .k)
We first calculate the proper distance rp from the gravimeter to
the center of the Earth. We use a physically reasonable definition for
r -- namely one half the proper time (as measured by the gravimeter)
P
required for a photon to travel from the gravimeter to the center of the
Earth and back:
t
(6.78) rp= 2 {1 - U[x ( t )l -I v (t)} dt,
e
where te and t are the PPN coordinate times corresponding to emis-
r
sion and reception of the light signal, and the integral is taken along the
gravimeter's world line. The round trip time (t r - te) is obtained by
integrating the geodesic equations (6. i3) and (6.14) for the light signal
along its path from its emission at Xo(te) to its deflection at the center
of the Earth xi(td) and back to its reception at Xo(tr), and is given by
(see also Subsect. 7'2)
(6.79) tr - t ) - l(td) I + (td) (t) o
r
+ (1 + Y) U[ x([)] dcr + 0(3),
e
QC~~~~~~~~J J 5
where a- is PPN coordinate time t along the path of the light signal.
We take into account the motion of the gravimeter and the Earth during
the time of transit of the signal according to
X (tr) x (t) + (tr - te)vo + (tr - t2 dv /dt,
(6.80)
xI (td) x (te) +. (td - te) dvla/dt
The velocity v . and accelerations dv '/dt and dvl /dt are all to be0 O
evaluated at t = t . Equations (6. 78), (6. 79), and (6.80) lead to the
e
final re sult
(6.81) rp r [i kl 1]
where
F 126r 1r 1 -(d/dt) vO 1 vO Uo(x )
r 1k 2 e10[+0
The proper distance r is to be kept constant (by the force which holds
the gravimeter at rest on the surface of the Earth). Thus
drp/d7= drp/dt 0
p p
(6.83)
d 2 r p/dr2 d 2 r /dt 2 0
p p
Equations (6.81) and (6.82) along with equations (6.83) then give the
following results:
(6.84) Vo. O/rO = 0(3),
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2( )dv dv v
d v0i o 10 0k(6.85) (I~rio+ + 0(3) = 0 .d(6.85) \-F · rio rio
We also find that the term 6r in equation (6.81) leads only to gravimeter-
p
measured accelerations of less than 10 9 g, and can thus be ignored. It
is equation (6.85) which we will use to determine the acceleration
measured by the gravimeter.
Assume that the Earth follows a geodesic of spacetime (neglect
self-accelerations and equivalence-principle violations), but that the
four-acceleration of the gravimeter is F
(6.86) u Earthu Earth;j =
(6.87) u gravimu gravim;j
i
(6 . 88) Flu gravim 0
In PPN coordinates, equations (6.86), (6.87), and (6.88) may be written
dv a
(6.89) + roo(Xl) = 0 ,
dv(690) d (x )v bv c ro (x )v b c a6.90) + bco o, o bc oo o o
(dTgravim/dt) (Fa v aF) 
(6.91) F ° F * v + 0(4),
where v = v = dt/dt = i, and
(6. 92) (dgra /dt) = - 2 (mk/rlk) - Vo2+ (1 0
- 9 g terms) .gravim L ik o
k- i ,0
By making use of the PPN Christoffel symbols (Table 6.I) along with
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equations (6.89), (6.90), and (6.91), and using the Newtonian equations
of motion to simplify any post-Newtonian terms, and as usual ignoring
small force terms, we get from equation (6.85):
am aP 26 ap 2F r1o= MkrlO r10 (3rik rik - rk + 0
~~~r 6r 5 r
10 kl,O rk rio 1
(6.93) + 10 ul -(4- - 3 - 2) k
1 2 (x)
2 (a1 - 2 - 3 )w 1 ]7 a2 w1 wjY i * VU1 p ()
10
For a spherically symmetric Earth, it is straightforward to show that
Mr km
(6.94) VU(x)=- (13 ) 0(6),
(6.95) + y7(5r 1 0 riOYrO -3 a r 6P + ro0(6. ,
rio 1t0 k
-r 10 r °0 , 6) + 0(4)
(neglecting terms leading to forces smaller than 109 g), where M and
I are the rest mass of particles and the spherical moment of inertia of'
the Earth.:o
We must now compute the invariant radial unit vector E r
The tangent four-vector to the photon path X at the moment of
emission by the gravimeter is given according to the photon's geodesic
equation by (ignoring terms leading to small forces)o gnoring erm ea ng al
ii8
\° = 1,
(6. 96)
=(r 0l'o)/rl [1 (1+Y) 2 m k/r 1 0(3)0
kl ,0
The radial unit four-vector E is the direction of the emitted photon,
as measured by the gravimeter. This is simply the projection of X
i
onto the hypersurface orthogonal to the gravimeter's four-velocity u,
suitably normalized (see also Subsect. 7'2):
(Er)a = (6ab - uaub)Xb/(6d - ucud)Xd t
(6.97)
= [ Xa/(Xbub) ] - ua
Then the invariant radial component of the gravimeter's four-acceleration
is
(6.98) Fr = (F a) /(X ub) - Fau
From equations (6.81), (6.84), (6.91), (6.93), (6.94), (6.95),
and (6.98), we get for the radial acceleration measured by the
Fr =_ mkriO r 0 P (3rlk r l k - rlk 6
kl #,0 rik rl0
(6. 96),
gravimeter:
2
v
o
r
P
+ (M/rp2) [ 1 - (4-y- 3- 2) 2 mk/rlkr
kliO
- 2 2 i3)wi 2 z2(w er)
+ 2 (3(w· er)2 - wl) ] ,
P 
where
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(6. 99)
(6.i00) er =rio/rlO.
The first term in equation (6.99) is simply the Newtonian tidal accelera-
tion, which is of the order of 10 7 g. The second term is the Newtonian
centrifugal acceleration ( i0 - 3 g), which is equivalent (to the necessary
accuracy) to the invariant expression r (DEr/Dt ) · (DEr/DT) in equation
(6. 75). From the third term we get the locally-measured gravitational
constant G:
G = 1 - (4p - 3- 2)Uexternal2 external
(6.101) + 3- 1 + 2i - 'i wi [a( ai r
i 3I 'w '
22 Mr r
P
We will discuss observable consequences of equation (6. i0i) in
Sect. 7. We note here that general relativity predicts (see Table 5.1)
(6.102) G= ,
and Scalar-Tensor theories predict
(6.103) G = - + A] Uexternal '
in agreement with results obtained by Brans (1962a,b) and Nordtvedt
(i970b).
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7. OBSERVABLE' EFFECTS 'AND EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF
METRIC THEORIES OF GRAVITY
7' 1. Introduction
In this Section we make use of the PPN equations of motion derived
in Sect. 6 to analyse specific effects and experimental tests in the solar
system.
7' 2. Light Bending and Time Delay: Measuring Curvature in the
Solar System
The bending of light rays by the Sun, and the added delay in the
round-trip travel time of a radar signal which passes the Sun both measure
the parameter y. A light ray (or photon) which grazes the Sun is
deflected by an angle
(7.1) 60 ½(1 + y) 1!'75 ,
independent of the frequency of light. A radar signal sent across the
solar system past the Sun to a planet or satellite and returned to the
Earth suffers an additional non-Newtonian delay in its round-trip travel
time, given by,. for a ray which passes close to the Sun,
(7. 2) -6 (i +y)[ 250 1 sec - 20 pisec ln(d 2 /r)]round-trip 2
where d is the distance of closest approach of the ray in solar radii,
and r is the distance of the planet or satellite from the Sun, in astro-
nomical units.
Measurements of these two effects have given us our most pre-
cise measurements of the parameter y to date.
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The prediction of the bending of light by the sun was one of the
great successes of Einstein's general relativity. Eddington's confir-
mation of the bending in the first days following World War I helped
make Einstein famous. However, the experiments of Eddington and his
co-workers had only 30 per cent accuracy, and succeeding experiments
weren't much better: the results were scattered between one half and
one and a half times the Einstein value, and the accuracies were low.
However, the development of long-baseline radio interferometry has
altered the situation. Long-baseline and very-long-baseline. (VLBI)
interferometric techniques have the capability in principle of measuring
angular separations and changes in angles as small as 3 X 10 seconds
of arc. Coupled with this technological advance is a heavenly coinci-
dence: Each October 8, two strong Quasi Stellar Radio Sources 3C273
and 3C279 pass very close to the Sun (as seen from the Earth), in fact
3C279 actually goes behind the Sun. By measuring the relative bending
of the two signals from these quasars, radio astronomers over the past
few years have been able to measure the coefficient 1/2(1 +y) in equation
(7.1), which has the value unity in general relativity. Their results:
October, 1969
Muhleman, Ekers, and Fomalont (1970) 1.04 0.15
-0.1
Seielstad, Sramek, and Weiler (1970) 1.01 $ 0.12
October, 1970
Hill (1971) 1.07 ± 0.17
Sramek (1971) 0.90 ± 0.05
Shapiro et al. (1971) 1.03 ± 0.2
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One of the major sources of error in these experiments is the
solar corona, which bends radio waves much more strongly than it bent
the visible light rays which Eddington observed. Improvements in dual
frequency techniques may improve accuracies by allowing the coronal
bending, which depends on the frequency of the wave, to be measured
separately from the gravitational bending, which does not.
The ntime-delay" effect was not predicted by Einstein; it was
1964 when this effect was discovered by Shapiro (1964) as a theoretical
consequence of general relativity and of other theories of gravity (see
also Muhleman and Reichley [ 1964] ). In the following years, attempts
were made to measure this effect using radar ranging to targets passing
through "superior conjunction" (target on the far side of the Sun; radar
signals passing close to the Sun). Two types of targets were employed:
planets such as Mercury and Venus, used as passive reflectors of the
radar signals; and the Mariner VI and VII spacecraft, used as active
retransmitters of the radar signals. Detailed analyses of the measured
round-trip travel times yielded the following results for the coefficient
1/2(1 +y):
Passive radar to Mercury and Venus 1.02 ± 0.05
(Shapiro, Ash, Ingalls, Smith, Campbell, Dyce,
Jurgens and Pettengill [1971] )
Active radar to Mariners VI and VII 1.00 · 0.04
(Anderson, Esposito, Martin and Muhleman
[ 1971])
Here, as in the light deflection measurements, the solar corona causes
uncertainties in the measurements because of its slowing down of the
radar signal; again dual frequency ranging may help to reduce these
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errors. For detailed discussion of experimental problems and prospects,
the reader is referred to other lectures in this volume, and to Davies
(1971).
Expressions for the light bending and time delay can be obtained
in a straightforward way using the PPN photon equations of motion (6.13)
and (6.14). Consider a light signal emitted at PPN coordinate time t
e
at a point x e in an initial direction described by the unit vector n,
where
(7.3) n n= 1 
Including the post-Newtonian correction xp, the resulting trajectory of
the photon then has the form
x (t) =t
(7.4)
x(t) = xe + n(t-t) + X(t).
We compute the components of x parallel and perpendicular to the
-P
unperturbed trajectory, given by
(7. 5) x(t)l = n x (t),
~p -P
(7. 6) x(t) 1 x(t) n(n x (t) )
Equations (6.13), (6.14), (7.5) and (7.6) then yield
2 a
dx
(7.8) dtP = (1 +y)Udt
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For simplicity we assume the Newtonian gravitational potential U is
produced by a static spherical body (Sun) of mass m, i.e.
(7.9) U = m/r
Along the unperturbed path of the photon, U then has the form
(7.10) U[x(t)] = mn| m
r~ -Ti7 = x + n(t- e)J
Equations (7. 7) and (7. 8) can be integrated along the unperturbed photon
path using equation (7. 10), with the result
d x(t) n x 'n
r (t) + x(t) nl(7.12) x (t)1 = - (1 +Y)m tnL r +x .n 
where
(7.13) d =nX (x X n).He
Note that d is the vector joining the center of the Sun and the point of
closest approach of the unperturbed ray (see Fig. 7.1).
Equation (7.11) represents a change in the direction of the photon's
trajectory, a deflection toward the Sun (in the direction - d).
Consider an observer at rest on the Earth ((), who receives
the photon. The angle 8 (see Fig. 7.1) )between the direction of the
incoming photon and the direction of a photon emitted by the Sun and
received by the observer is a physically measurable quantity, and can
be given an invariant mathematical expression. The tangent four-vectors,
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dxi/dt and dx(i/dt, of the two incoming photons are projected onto the
hypersurface orthogonal to the observer's four-velocity, u using the
"projection operator" (see Subsect. 6' 5):
(7. 14) P. = 6. j u.uj1 1 [
The inner product between the resulting vectors is related to the cosine
of 0 ("dot" means d/dt):
i k k
(i j - UiuJ ) k(6j -u.u(7.15) cos 0 - i J_ -
· i iuj | Ik( j uju 
If we ignore the velocity of the Earth, which only produces aberration,
then equation (7.15) simplifies to
(7.16) cos 1 - [ (gij xoi/(gooC xo x°)]
By substituting equations (7.4), (7.8), and (7. 11) into equation (7. 16),
we get to post-Newtonian accuracy,
i i &~e (7.17) cos e = n n - -(1 +
We define the angle e
o
, the angle between the unperturbed photon path
and the photon emitted toward the Earth by:
(7.18) cos = n .
The difference 60 = 0 - 8 between these two angles measures the0
deflection of the photon's trajectory, and is given to first order from
equation (7.17) by
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if +-V 2m 00, n - X ' n(7.19) 60 =( 1 +Y )X
e
For a photon emitted from a distant star or galaxy,
(7.20) r >> r (x e n)/re
Also, to sufficient accuracy
(7. 21) (x,® n)/r) = cos 0 
Thus
t +cos 0
(7. 22) So = ( 1+y) 2 )
For general relativity (y = 1), equation (7.22) is in agreement with results
obtained by Shapiro (1967) and Ward (1970).
The deflection is a maximum for a ray which just grazes the Sun,
i.e. for 0 0, d~ solar radius. In this case
0
(7. 23) 60 = (1 +y) 175MA X .
The time delay is obtained from equation (7. i 12). The time taken
for a signal to propagate from xe to x is given from equations (7.4)
and (7. 12) by
(7.24) (t - te ) X - x | +( 1 +y) m n r e + xe(t)( n m
For a signal emitted from the Earth, reflected off a planet or spacecraft
at Xp and received back at Earth, the round-trip travel time At is
given by (Fig. 7. 2)
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(7.25) At= 2 1x - xp + 2(1 +y) mn 2(r x' n)(rP p n)
d
where n is the direction of the photon on its return flight. Here we
have ignored the motion of the Earth and planets during the round trip
of the signal. To be completely correct, the round-trip travel time
should be expressed in terms of the proper time elapsed during the
round trip, as measured by an atomic clock on Earth; but this introduces
no new effects, so we will not do so here. The additional "time delay"
6t produced by the second term in equation (7. 25) is a maximum when
the planet is on the far side of the Sun from the Earth (superior con-
junction), i. e. when
(7. 26) x n r, xp n - rp, d solar radius;
then
6t = 2(i +y) m An (4rerp/d2)
(7. 27) 
=i (I +y) 25 e 0 [ sec an Rd 3 )]
where R( is the radius of the Sun, and a is an astronomical unit.
For further discussion of the time delay see Shapiro (1964, 1966a,b)
and Ross and Schiff (1966). The time delay can also be measured by
analysing its effects on the arrival times of the pulses of radiation from
pulsars (Reichley [ 1971] , Kovacs, Will and Thorne [1972]).
By comparing the experimentally measured values of the parameter
combination (1 +y) with the predictions of various metric theories of
gravity (Table 5.1 ), we can see immediately that all the Conformally
Flat theories of gravity (y = -1; no bending or time delay) and the
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Einstein and the Whitrow-Morduch Stratified theories (y = 0; half the
observed effect) are ruled out.
Some theories are made uncomfortable but are not quite ruled
out by the light deflection and time delay experiments. These are the
Scalar-Tensor theories. In order for these theories to agree with the
time delay measurements within two standard deviations, their coupling
constant w must be larger than 6. These theories reduce to general
relativity in the limit w oo.
7' 3. Perihelion Shifts
In the past several years, the theoretical interpretation of the
perihelion shifts of the planets has become more and more complex.
The measured perihelion shifts are accurately known: after the effects
of the other planets and of the "general precession" of the Earth's
rotation axis have been subtracted out, Mercury has a residual perihelion
shift of 43 seconds of arc per century; and this shift is known to a
precision of about 1 per cent from radar-ranging data for the planets
(Shapiro 1971). For Earth the residual shift is 4 arcseconds per century,
known to about 10 per cent accuracy.
The PPN prediction for these effects can be easily obtained
from the PPN equation of motion (6.42). We consider a two-body system:
one of the bodies is a test body, the other has mass m, self gravitational
energy Q, a small quadrupole moment Qca; and rotates uniformly with
angular velocity X. The orbit of the test body is in a plane normal to
X, and the entire system is moving relative to the mean rest-frame of
the Universe with velocity w. We work in a PPN coordinate system
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which is at rest with respect to the massive body.
Then, from equation (6.42), the acceleration a T of the test body
is given by
aT = V
8+- {(Zy +2P) r v 2 7 (a +a a )w
+T rr 2 3- 
+ 2zi (W v) + 2 a2(w r)
(7. 28) r
mr - v mr
+ (?~ + 2)v w · (2 iv 2z)3 -3 a 3 aV+ 2 w)
r r
The massive body is not affected by the test body (negligible mass) but
does feel its own "self accelerations" (see Subsect. 6' 3, eq. [6.42]).
Because we have assumed the massive body is nearly spherical, the
only significant "self-acceleration" is the term (eq. [6.49])
(7.29) a - 3 (/m)w X .
Making use of equations (6. 52) and (6.53), along with our assumption of a
nearly spherical massive body ( ~ 3_ 26c ), we obtain for VU:
3
(7.30) = 3 mar 1 Q[3¥ (5r¥rr Z6pr¥)
*?., --8x C r r r r
For a body which is axially symmetric about its rotation axis X, QPY
can be shown to have the form
(7.31) QPY = mR J2 (6 ¥ - 3 XPXY)
where J2 is a dimensionless measure of the quadrupole moment, given
by
(7.$32) J = (C - A)/mR ;. . ( - A)/
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where
C = [moment of inertia about rotation axis]
(7. 33) A = [ moment of inertia about equatorial axis]
R = radius of massive body]
The relative acceleration between the test body and the massive body
is thus
(7.34) a - a - aT -Nm
and is given from equations (7. 28), (7. 29), (7.30) and (7.31) by
=- m r/r3 + (mR 2 J/r 4 ) [15( r)r - 6(· )- 3r]
(7. 35) r
m2 1 (w v) + ct2(W * r)
mr. v mr
-+ (Zy +2)_- v - ~ (-~lV w)3+ -7 (z+z?~)
r r
+ 3(/m) w X x .
We consider a planetary orbit with the following instantaneous
orbital elements: eccentricity e, semi-major axis a, and angle of
perihelion relative to the equinox .
Following the standard procedure for computing perturbations of
orbital elements (Smart [ 19531 , Robertson and Noonan [ 1968] ), we
resolve the acceleration a (eq. [7.35]) into a radial component R, a
component t,- normal to the orbital plane, and a component S normal
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to It and 6?, and calculate the rates of change of the orbital elements
using the formulae (in the notation of Robertson and Noonan [ 1968] ):
dZ3 pR 8(p + r)(7.36) - he cos p + p sinr ,dt he he
de 1- e 2 a sin ap (7. 37) hd sin + e ( A P
dt h r '
where h is the angular momentum per unit mass of the orbit, ~ is the
angle of the planet measured from perihelion, and p is the semi-latus
rectum given by
(7.39) p = a(i - e 2 ) .
We calculate the perturbations (eqs. [ 7. 36] , [ 7. 37], and [7. 38]), to
first order, retaining only secular terms, and using a Keplerian ellipse
as unperturbed orbit, given by
(7.40) r = p(i + e cos )- ,
(7.41) r (d;/dt) h = constant
For the secular changes over one orbit, we obtain, to zero'th order in
the eccentricity (e # 0):
(7.42) A 6rn (2+27y_) + 2\ /m
i/ w. i j 2
b 1i m e P - m 3 \me
(7.43) in - mee- q a2 w w- ai 3( -L V x
z
I
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(7.44) Aa = O(e 2 )
where wp and WQ are the components of w in the direction of the
planet's perihelion (wp) and in the direction at right angles to this
(WQ), in the plane of the orbit. The perturbations in equation (7.35)
can also be shown to produce secular changes in the inclination and
angle of nodes of orbits, proportional to J2 and to the component of
w normal to the orbital plane.
We focus on the perihelion shift, equation (7.42). The first
term is the "classical" perihelion shift, which depends on the PPN
parameters y and P and on the quadrupole moments J2 and which
would be present even if the solar system were at rest in the Universe
(w = 0). The other terms in equation (7.42) are "preferred-frame"
perihelion shifts. We now evaluate the perihelion shift for Mercury
and Earth, using standard values for the orbital elements (Allen 1963),
numerical values for the Sun's gravitational energy and rotational
angular velocity:
( /n ~4 X 10 - 6 x 0 3X10 sec 1
and an adopted value for w. Throughout this section, we assume that the
solar system's motion through the Universe is due to its (nearly circular)
orbital motion around the Galaxy, i.e. we assume w is 200 km/sec in
the direction given by galactic coordinates I I = 90 ° , b I I = o . In terms
of the Geocentric Ecliptic coordinate system (z-axis normal to the Earth's
orbit, x-axis directed toward the Sun at vernal equinox) the direction of
w is given by X = 346 ° , p = 600, and in the Geocentric Equatorial co-
ordinate system (z-axis normal to the Earth's equator, x -axis same as
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before), it is given by a = 3180, 6 = 480 (see Smart [1960] for definitions
of these astronomical coordinate systems, and for equations to trans-
form from one to the other). For Mercury (~) andthe Earth (@),
equation (7.42) yields, in seconds of arc per century:
(7.45) (~)pp N = 43[ 3(2y+2-P)] +4[ J 2 /3X10 5 ] +35a,1 +8a2 - 4X10 4 a 3 ,
(7.46) t(AppN( 4[ 3 (2y+2-p)] + 57a + a 2 7 X 10 5a 3 .
Note that J2 for the Sun is positive (oblateness), but is probably smaller
-5
than 5 X 10 5 , so we have normalized J 2 by writing equation (7.45)
in terms of (J 2 /3 X 10 5 ). The effect of J2 on the Earth's perihelion
is below the experimental uncertainty. The measured perihelion shifts
are
(A )OBSERVED = 4 0.4
(7.47)
(A)oOBSERVED =4 0.4
Because of the complicated PPN-parameter dependence of
equations (7.45) and (7.46), reliable separate measurements 'of all
the PPN parameters and of J2 cannot be made. However, we can
obtain a useful limit on the parameters ca , a 2 and a 3 , by combining
equations (7.45) and (7.46), eliminating the term involving y and P,
and treating J 2 as an experimental uncertainty: then in order that
the PPN perihelion shifts agree with themeasured shifts within the
experimental error, the parameters at' e2 and a3 must satisfy
(7...48) 1 3 t1 + 0. 07 t2 170,000 a3 < 0.2 .
i34
Note that general relativity is in excellent agreement with
perihelion-shift measurements (y = p = 1, a a = 2 = ca3 = 0), as long as
the effect of J2 is smaller than the experimental error, i.e. as long as
*2
(7.49) J < 33X 10 6
Since light-deflection and time-delay experiments limit the
coupling constant w of Scalar-Tensor Theories to values larger than
6 (two standard deviations), these theories can agree with perihelion
shift measurements for c 6 only if
J2 3 X 10 [Dicke-Brans-Jrodan],
(7. 50)
J 10-4 A 3 X 10
-
5 [Bergmann-Wagoner-Nordtvedt]
7'4. Geophysical "Preferred-Frame" Effects
We focus attention on the "locally-measured" Newtonian gravi-
tational constant, which was calculated in Sect. 6 by considering the
Earth's gravitational force on a gravimeter at rest on the surface of
the Earth:
G = I - (4 3 2)Uexternal
(7.51) + i 3 - MR 2)]
(1 31 2
where M is the mass of the Earth, R its radius and I its spherical
moment of inertia; wO is the Earth's velocity through the preferred
Universal rest-frame, and e is a unit vector joining the gravimeter
~r
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and the center of the Earth.
Measurements of the absolute value of G are accurate to at most
a part in 105 (Rose et al. 1969), and so cannot discern the post-Newtonian
corrections to G in equation (7. 51). However, measurements of the
effects of variations in G are much more accurate; hence we will con-
centrate on such variations.
Because of the Earth's eccentric orbital motion, the external
potential produced by the Sun varies on Earth by only a part in 1010'
too small to be detected with confidence by Earth-bound gravimeters or
Cavendish experiments [ see, however Wilk (1971) for preliminary
studies of an orbiting Cavendish experiment to be performed in a highly
eccentric orbit, with variations in U as large as a part in 107]. We
will thus consider only the "preferred-frame" effects in equation (7.51),
which depend on the Earth's velocity relative to the rest-frame of the
Universe.
The Earth's velocity wO is made up of two parts, a uniform
velocity w of the solar system relative to the preferred frame, and the
Earth's orbital velocity v around the Sun, thus
2 2
we D w + 2w. vv 2
(7. 52)
(Wt ' e )2 = (w- e )2 + 2(w. e )(v e ) + (v. e )2 .I r d Zr _r Zr + _r
So because of the Earth's rotation (changing e r ) and orbital motion
(changing v), there will be variations in the gravimeter measurements
of G, given by (we retain only terms which vary with amplitude larger
than 10 9 G)
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AG/G =( a +"3a -a)w.v22 3 1) i
(7.53)
+ a2[(w. er) + Z(w er)(v - e ) + (v. e )2]
where we have used the fact that, for the Earth,
(7.54) I 2 MR .
In order to compare this variation in G with gravimeter data,
we must perform a harmonic analysis of the terms in equation (7. 53).
The frequencies involved will be the sidereal rotation of the Earth 2,
due to the changing e relative to the fixed direction of w, and its
orbital sidereal frequency w due to the changing direction of v relative
to w, along with harmonics and linear combinations of these frequencies.
We work in Geocentric Ecliptic Coordinates (see Subsect. 7' 3), and
assume a circular Earth orbit, with the Earth at vernal equinox at
t= O. Then
(7.55) w =w[cos P[(cos ke + sin k e) + sin e ] ,
_x -Y ~z
(7.56) v = v(sin wt e - cos t e ) 
~ ~ x -Y
For a gravimeter stationed at Earth latitude L,
e =cos L cos (Qt -E)eNr
(7.57) + [cos L sin (St - e) cos 0 + sin Lsin 8] e
- [.cos L sin (Qt- E) sin 0 - sin L cos 8] e,
where e is related to the longitude of the gravimeter on the Earth, and
0 is the "tilt" (23-1/2 ° ) of the Earth relative to the Earth's orbit
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(ecliptic). Equations (7.55), (7.56), and (7.57) give
(7. 58) w = wv cos 1 sin (t - X),
(w'e)2 = 2[ +w( - sin2 6)(.- sin2 L)
(7.59) + sin 26 sin 2L cos (Q2t - e - a)
2
+{ cos2 6 cos2 L coB 2(Qt - e - a)]
(. er)(v. e) = wv{ cos psin (wt - X)
3
+ ( sinL)[ cosp S in(wt-X)+ 32 sin 6 sine cos t]
+ isin 6 (i - cos 0) sin 2L sin [ (2 +)t - E]4
I
- Cos 6 sin O sin ZL cos [ (I +o)t - e - a]4
(7.60)
i
- osin 6(1 +c 0)s sin 2Lsin [ (SI -Wo)t - e]
4
-1cossinsin 2L cos [ -)t--
+ cos 6(1 - cos e)cosZL sin[ (2Z +c)t - 2e - a]
- COS 6(1 +Cos e )cos2 L sin[(2Q +W)t - e - a] 
(v er) = v2 {- + 3(3 sInL)( sin20)
31 2 2
- ( - sin L)sin 0 cos Zwt
+ 4 sin 28 sin 2L sin (l2t - )
i
-4sin 8(1 - cos 0)sin 2L sin [ (l + 2w)t - E]
(7.61)
+ sin O(i + cos 0)sin 2L sin [ ( Zw - 2 )t- El
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+ sin2 0 cos2 L cos 2(Qt - E)
1 2 2(1 - cos e) cos [ Z(Q + w)t - ZE]
- 8 ( C1 + c os cos2L cos [ (- )t - ZE]
where we have used both the ecliptic coordinates (X, P) and the equatorial
coordinates (c,6) corresponding to the direction of w, in order to simplify
the various expressions.
Equations (7.58), (7.59), (7.60, and (7.61) reveal four different
types of variations in G.
i) Semi-Diurnal Variations: These are the terms which vary with
frequency around Zfs: 2A, 22 +c, A 2-c w, Z(2( +c), 2(S2-co); i.e. have
periods around twelve hours (w << 6Q)and vary with latitude according
to cos L. These variations are completely analogous to the twelve-hour
solid-Earth tidefs produced by the Sun and Moon, called "Semi-Diurnal
sectorial Waves" by. Melchior (1966). The true gravimeter measurements
for these tides are affected not only by the variation in G, but also by the
displacement of the Earth's surface relative to the center of the Earth, and
by the deformation of the Earth. This variation in gravimeter readings
is related to the variation in G by
(7.* 62) ~=(EgI/g)SEMI-DIURNAL8( G/G)sEM
where the factor 1.18 is a combination of so-called "Love Numbers",
which depend on the detailed structure of the Earth (Melchior 1966).
ii) Diurnal Variations: These are the terms which vary with a
frequency around S Q, a +w, SZ - c, QZ + 2w, a - 2w; i. e. have periods
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around 24 hours, and vary with latitude according to sin 2L. These
variations are completely analogous to the 24-hour "Diurnal Tesseral
Waves" of the solid Earth (Melchior 1966), and give gravimeter readings
related to the variation in G by the same factor:
(7.63) (-g/g)DIURNAL = i. 18(G/G)DIURNAL .
iii) Long-Period Zonal Variations: These are the variations with
frequencies w and 2w, and with latitude dependence (1/3 - sin L), which
are completely analogous to the long-period tides produced by the Sun
and Moon, called "Long-Period Zonal Waves" by Melchior (1966). These
long-period zonal waves produces variations in the Earth's moment of
inertia, which in turn cause variations in the rotation rate of the Earth.
These rotation-rate variations are related to the amplitude of the zonal
variations by (Mintz and Munk 1953; Melchior 1966)
(7.64) (A/6)ZONAL = 0.41 AZONAL '
where AZONAL is related to the zonal variations in G in equations
(7.60) and (7.61) by
(7.65) ( G/G)zoNAL AZONAL( - sin2 L).
iv) Long-Period Spherical Variations: These are the variations
(eqs. [7.58] and [7.60]) which have frequency w, but no latitude de-
pendence; they represent a yearly variation in the strength of G, and
have no counterpart in Newtonian tidal theory. These variations produce
a purely spherical deformation of the Earth, as opposed to the Sectorial,
Tesseral, and Zonal waves which produce purely quadrupole deformations.
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This yearly spherical "breathing" of the Earth as G varies causes a
variation in the Earth's moment of inertia, which in turn causes a vari-
ation. in the rotation frequency, given by
(7.66) (A )SPHERiCAL = (AI/I)- (i/10)(EAG/G)SpERICAL
Detailed calculations of this change in the Earth's moment of
inertia due to the spherical variation in G are given in Nordtvedt and
Will (1972).
By combining equations (7.58), (7.59), (7.60), and (7.61) with
the expression for AG/G, equation (7.53), substituting numerical values
io
v'~ 30 knl/sec, w' 200 km/sec, 0 e 23 2 
(7.67) X' 346", a E 318 °
, 60 ° 6 > 48 ° ,
and using equations (7.62), (7.63), (7.64), and (7.66), we may compute
the amplitudes of all the various components of the Earth tides (Ag/g)
and of the variations in the Earth's rotation rate (AlS/~). These ampli-
tudes are listed in Table 7.I.
The largest predicted Earth-tide components are the sidereal
diurnal and semi-diurnal (Q and 2.S) tides. Other, smaller components
include diurnal and semi-diurnal solar-time tides [ (2 - w) and 2(Q - w)],
and tides with frequencies 2D - X and 2 - 2w. The most important of
these is the 12-hour sidereal time (2Q) tide, with amplitude (see
Table 7. I)
(7.68) (Ag/g)pp N 3 X i0 8 a 2 cos 2 L 
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The semi-diurnal tides predicted by Newtonian theory have three
principal frequency components, a 12-hour lunar-time component (de-
noted M 2 ), a i2-hour solar-time component (S 2 ), and a 12-hour sidereal-
time component (K 2 ). (The sidereal component depends on the declination
(tilt) of the lunar and solar orbits relative to the Earth's equatorial plane.)
These components of the tides have amplitudes of
(A g/g)M2 9 X 10 - 8 cos2L,
-8 2(7.69) (Ag/g)S ~4X 10
- 8
cos L 
2
-8 2(,g/g)K" i X 10 8 cos L .
2
The M 2 tide is easily separated from the other two semi-diurnal
tides by means of Fourier analysis of one month's gravimeter data. How-
ever, separation of the S2 and K 2 tides requires at least one year of
continuous gravimeter data. Because of gravimeter drift and long-period
tides, such a separation is not easy to obtain [ see Barsenkov (1967)
for a partial separation of S2 and K2 using 19 months of data taken
at Talgar, U.S.S.R.].
Experimental measurements of the combined S2 and K 2 tides
(amplitude 5 X 10- 8 g) are found to agree with the predictions of
Newtonian gravitation (coupled with reasonable models for the structure
of the Earth) to a precision of 2 per cent (Harrison, Ness, Longman,
Forbes, Kraut, and Slichter 1963; Pariiskii, Barsenkov, Volkov, Gridnev,
and Kramer 1967). Thus any discrepancy between Newtonian theory and
experiment for this component of the tides must be less than one part in
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10 at any latitude for which reliable gravimeter data is available. By
comparing equation (7.68) with this experimental limit, we find that ao
must satisfy
(7.70) la 2 < 3 X 10- 2
We have used the semi-diurnal sidereal tide (2Q) to put an experimental
upper limit on the value of a2 (eq. [ 7. 70] ) rather than the larger
diurnal sidereal tide (a), because agreement between Newtonian theory
and observation is not as good for the diurnal as for the semi-diurnal
tidal components, possibly because of diurnal effects due to heating by
the Sun (Harrison et al. i963). It may be possible to improve this upper
limit by as much as an order of magnitude, by analysing long (one year)
Earth-tide time series, coupled with improved models for the effects
of ocean tides on the gravimeter measurements (Berger et al. i971,
Harrison et al. 1972).
We can also put an experimental limit on the size of the predicted
yearly variation in the Earth's rotation frequency aŽ with amplitude,
according to the PPN formalism (cf. Table 7. I)
(7.71) (/ 2)ppN +a3 - a1 )(3 X 109).
The observed yearly variation in the Earth's rotation rate (measured by
comparing astronomical time with atomic time standards) has an ampli-
tude of
(7. 72) (4)OBSERVED 4 X 0 9
(Smith and Tucker 1953). But this variation can be readily understood
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using Newtonian geophysics: it is produced by an annual variation in the
angular momentum of the atmosphere due to seasonal changes in wind
patterns and by a long-period (one year) Earth-tide produced by the Sun
(Mintz and Munk 1953; see also Melchior 1966). These calculations yield
agreement with the observed variation in QS with uncertainties around
15 per cent, hence the PPN variation in the Earth's rotation rate must
satisfy
(7.73) (</)pp N < 6X .
Equations (7. 71) and (7.73) thus show that the PPN parameter combina-
tion (2/3 (aZ + d3 - l1 ) must satisfy
(7.74) + a a+3 ,1 j < 0.2
Although the zonal yearly variation in the Earth's rotation rate
(Table 7.I) is apparently larger than the spherical variation, we have
ignored it, because the limit set on a2 by the Earth tides (3 X 10-2),
makes this effect too small to be discernible. Thus wehave focused
on the spherical variation in 62 in order to set a limit (eq. [ 7. 74]) on
the combination (2/3 a 2 + a 3 - a 1 ) '
We now combine the three experimentally determined limits
on the PPN preferred-frame parameters, equations (7.48), (7. 70),
and (7. 74) and obtain individual upper limits on the values of ai, a 2 ,
and a 3 , as listed in Table 7.II. For comparison, Table 7.II also lists
the predicted values for eai, a 2 , and a 3 for all the metric theories which
until now, were condisered viable, i.e. agreed with the light-deflection
and time-delay tests.
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From Table 7.II, we can see immediately that the stratified
theories due to Page and Tupper, Yilmaz, Papapetrou, Ni, Coleman,
and Rosen cannot be correct theories of gravitation -- they disagree
violently with experiment. In fact, we can be more general. We have
shown (Sect. 5) that any Stratified Theory (with time-orthogonal, con-
formally flat space slices) which agrees with light-deflection and time-
delay experiments must have a1 - -8, which is forty times larger than
our experimental upper limit. Hence no "Stratified Theory" of gravity,
past, present, or future, can be the correct theory of gravity.
A secondconclusion emerges from Table 7.II: the squared
magnitude of the cosmological vector field (K) in the Vector-Metric
Theory must satisfy
2 -2(7.75) K < 3 X 10,
in order to.agree (within the experimental uncertainty) with Earth-tide
data. From this point of view, these results are complementary to the
Hughes-Drever (isotropy of inertial mass) and "ether-drift" experiments
discussed in Sect. 2. Those experiments put limits on the strengths of
cosmological vector or tensor fields which couple to matter's nuclear
or electromagnetic energy (Peebles 1962, Peebles and Dicke 1962,
Dicke 1964), while our results put limits on vector or tensor fields which
couple to matter's gravitational energy. There is a wide class of such
vector-metric and tensor-metric theories (Sect. 5) and the limits on
a a 2' and a 3 should be pushed as low as possible in order to put
more stringent limits on these cosmological vector and tensor fields
(see Subsect. 7'9).
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A third conclusion obtained from Table 7.II is that the limits on
'1 2 ,' and a3 do not distinguish between general relativity and scalar-
tensor theories; these theories are not preferred-frame theories and
predict no preferred-frame effects (for a discussion see Sect. 5).
Throughout this section we have assumed that the solar system
moves through the Universe with a velocity w equal to its nearly circular
orbital velocity around the Galaxy ( Z00 km/sec in the direction
I I = 90 ° b I I 0= ). A more realistic value for w would be the solar
system's velocity through the cosmic microwave radiation, when it is
ultimately measured with confidence. Current measurements of this
velocity, obtained by studying the anisotropy in the measured tempera-
ture of the microwave radiation (caused by the Doppler shift) are not
yet completely reliable (Conklin [1969]; Boughn, Fram, and Partridge
[1971]). Those results which have been obtained, however, are in
rough agreement with measurements of the solar system's velocity
relative to clusters of galaxies, obtained by studies of galactic red-
shifts (de Vaucouleurs and Peters 1968), and suggest a net velocity of
~ 200 km/sec in the direction III 2900, bII 240 (see Sciama [ 1971]
for a discussion). But because of the experimental uncertainties, this
value for our velocity relative to the Universe should not be given much
weight at this time.
For the sake of illustration, however, one can repeat the calcu-
lations of Subsect. 7' 3 and 7'4 using this new value for w. The result-
ing limits on the PPN parameters a 1 , a 2 , and e3 are
(7. 76) lal I< 0. i Ii<o X 102 l a31 < 8 X 10o - 6
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which are not significantly different than those given in Table 7. II.
7' 5. Experimental Disproof of Whitehead's Theory
Ever since its inception in 1922, Whitehead's theory of gravita-
tion has been a thorn in Einstein's side, because it agrees with general
relativity in its predictions for all the "classical tests" -- light bending,
time delay, perihelion, shifts. However, it has recently been shown
(Will i971d) to predict Earth-tides caused by the Galaxy which are 200
times larger than observations will permit.
To see this, we repeat the calculation of the locally measured
gravitational constant (Subsect. 6' 5), using the metric of Whitehead's
theory. According to equation (5.83), the Whitehead metric is the same
as a PPN metric with parameter values
y = 1, 1=Z =a3 = 5 = 0,
(7.77)
5 1 = - 6 ' g3 = - i ' 4= - 1,
except for the following additional term in g
r p'p"(x xi(x' -x') (x-x) d d
(7.78) 6g 2) dx'dx"{x-x'lI
'
This extra metric term changes only the equation of motion for the
gravimeter via the Christoffel symbol r 0 -- other effects of 6 gOO 00
are either of post-post-Newtonian order or produce forces smaller than
10 9 g. The resulting change in the force F is (cf. Subsect. 6'5):
(7.79) 5F.r1/ j 0=- (/ 1 )[ r , 0 -L,
k*1 O ~kot,o
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Combining equation (7. 79) with equations (6..98) and (6. 99), and substi-
tuting the parameter values of equation (7. 77), we obtain
0a ( e rkp
-
2rkZ2 2
VF mkrlO rlO (3 rk rik rlk 6 vF = - io
r 5 r
k1 ,0 rlk riO P
(7.80)
+ (M/rp)[ +2 mk/rlk + E mk(er lk)/rlk3]
k*l,0 kl1, 0
The value of G identified with equation (7. 80) is
(7. 81) GWHTEHEAD = I + 2U + Uk(ek. e)2
k
Here Uk is the Newtonian gravitational potential due to the kth external
body (including Sun, Moon, planets and stars) and ek is a unit vector from
the Earth to the center of mass of the kth body. There are no "preferred
frame" effects in equation (7.81), since al = cZ = a3 = 0 for Whitehead's
theory.
Since the Whitehead metric must be calculated in a global Lorentz
coordinate system of ' [or at best in a spacetime of constant curva-
ture (Temple 1924)] , the field due to the galaxy cannot be removed by
transformation to a local inertial frame surrounding the solar system
(as one would do in general relativity). Thus the anisotropic term in
equation (7.81) will be dominated by the central regions of the galaxy:
(7.82) G T + 2 + (Mga/Rg)(eg e 2WHiTEHEAD= iga +gal)-gal' U
The dominant effect is a twelve-hour sidereal-time Earth tide, analogous
to the (w. e )Z tides of equation (6.10i), with amplitude
-r
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(7. 83) (Ag/g)WHITEHEA D (Z X 10 ) cos2(L)·
This is 200 times larger than the experimental limit of a part in 109
(Subsect. 7'4), and so, after 50 years, Whitehead's theory is ruled out.
7' 6. Precession of an Orbiting Gyroscope
Since 1960, much effort has been directed toward testing theories
of gravitation using an orbiting supercounducting gyroscope (Schiff [1960a],
articles in Davies [ 971]). The object of the experiment is to measure
the precession of the gyroscope's spin axis S relative to the distant stars
as the gyroscope orbits the Earth. According to the PPN formalism, this
precession is given by (Subsect. 6'4):
(7.84) dS/ds = a X S,
(7.85) = 2[vXa + VXh +(2y+i)vXVU],
(7.86) h= gojej
Here a is the gyroscope's four-acceleration, which is zero for an
orbiting body (free fall). In a PPN coordinate system at rest with
respect to the Earth, equation (7.85) along with the expression for gOa
in Table 4.I, yields
(7.87) a = (4y +4 +a 1 )V X V - a w X VU + 2(2y + O)v X VU
where
(7. 88) V=Ve .
Since the Earth is momentarily at rest in the PPN coordinate system,
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V can be shown to have the form
(7.89) V = dx' - 3 1 rX
]x-x']r r
where J is the Earth's angular momentum vector, and r is the vector
from the Earth to the gyroscope. Using
(7.90) U m/r
we get
a = -8(4y+4 +a ) [Jz- 3r(r. J)] +.a1 (e X r)
r r
(7.91)
- (Zy + i) E (v X r).
r
The first term in equation (7. 91) is called the Lens-Thirring
precession or the "dragging of inertial frames" (for a detailed dis-
cussion of this effect see Thorne: [ 1971]). For a gyroscope in a polar
orbit with its spin axis directed normal to the orbital plane, this dragging
of inertial frames produces a secular precession of the spin axis with
amplitude (see Fig. 7.3).
(7.92) [Lens-Thirring] 1 (4 y+4 +ac)[ 0!'05 of arc in one year]
The second term in equation (7.91) is a preferred-frame effect which
produces only periodic precessions of amplitude
[Preferred Frame] [ 10-3 of arc]-3
which are probably too small to be measurable. The third term is called
the Geodetic precession, caused by the curvature of space around the
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Earth. For a polar orbit with the gyroscope axis in the plane of the
orbit, the Geodetic precession produces a secular rotation of the spin
axis of amplitude (see Fig. 7.3)
(7.94) [Geodetic Precession]3 (i + 2y)[ 7 " of arc in one year]
For a review of experimental and theoretical aspects of this
experiment, to be attempted by Fairbank and collaborators atStanford
University, seepapers by Everitt, Fairbank and O'Connell in Davies
(1971), and lectures by Fairbank in this volume.
7' 7. The Nordtvedt Effect
The breakdown in the Equivalence Principle for massive, self-
gravitating bodies, which many theories predict, has a variety of
observable consequences. In quasi-Newtonian language, this Equivalence-
Principle violation may be expressed by attributing to each massive body
a "passive gravitational mass tensor" m which may differ from its
P
inertial mass m. According to equation (6.4Z), the quasi-Newtonian
part of the body's acceleration may be written
(7.95) a a(mp m /axp
where 31 is the quasi-Newtonian gravitational potential and m a
p
is given according to the PPN formalism by
(7.96) m = m{(I - 11Q/m)6aP +aP/m}
where
(7. 97) 1 = 4P - y - 3 - ai +a 2 - 51 '
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(7.98) 5 = -2 - 52 '
and where a and S' are the body's internal gravitational energy and
gravitational energy tensor (see Table 6.1I).
The most important consequence of the Nordtvedt effect is a
polarization of the Moon's orbit about the Earth (Nordtvedt [ 1968c] )
Because the Moon's self-gravitational energy is much smaller than the
Earth's, the Nordtvedt effect causes the Earth and Moon to fall toward
the Sun with slightly different accelerations. Including their mutual
attraction, we have (from equations (6.50) and (6.52), neglecting quad-
rupole moments, and post-Newtonian effects on active gravitational
masses):
(a)~ =) - (map/m)(MRP/R 3 - m r/r 3 )
o
(7.99)
(a = -(MR o/R 3 + mr / r 3
where m, M, and m are the masses of the Earth, Sun, and Moon0
respectively; R is the vector from the Sun to the Earth, r is the
vector from the Earth to the Moon, and R is the vector from the Sun to
the Moon; m'P is the Earth's passive gravitational mass tensor. We
have neglected the contribution of the Moon's 2 and a . Since r << R,
we can make the approximation
(7.100) Ro 3 a Ra/R3 -(rp/R 5)(3RR - R Z6a) .
0 0
Then the relative Earth-Moon acceleration a , defined by
(7.101) a (a) - (a) ,
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can be calculated using equations (7.96), (7.99), and (7. 100), giving
at = - rai/r3 - (n6 1} I /m - 'aP/m)(MRP/R3 )
(7. 102)
- (3P/m - 6aPQ/m)m rp/r + (3 Ra Rd R 6 )MrP/R 5 ,
where
(7.103) = m + m - (X + 3
The first term in equation (7. 102) is the Newtonian acceleration
between the Earth and Moon and the second term is the difference between
the Earth's and Moon's acceleration toward the Sun (Nordtvedt effect).
The third term results from the fact that the acceleration of the Earth
toward the Moon has a component normal to the Earth-Moon direction
(caused by the anisotropy in SP); it is two orders of magnitude smaller
than the second term, and will be neglected. The fourth term is the
classical tidal perturbation on the Moon's orbit; since it is a purely non-
relativistic perturbation, we will not consider it further. Hence the
equation of motion of the Moon relative to the Earth, including the per-
turbation arising from the Nordtvedt effect is
(7. 104) a = -r/r (6la l/m _ /m)(MRP/R3)
For an axially symmetric Earth which rotates with angular velocity x
with moment of inertia I, and which has negligible stresses, one can
show that OaP has the form (in a coordinate system whose x- y plane is
the plane of the Earth's orbit around the Sun, and whose x-axis points
in the direction of the vernal equinox):
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1 0 0
(7.105) = 3 = i - 3 sin20 3 sin ) cos 0
3 sin 0 cos 0 1 - 3 cos 0
where 0 = 23-1/20 (the "tilt" of the Earth), and (Chandrasekhar and
Lebovitz 1962a)
(7.106) k, -. X 2 I.2
For the Earth We get [ see MacDonald (1966) for-values for A6]:
(7.107) ~/m = - 4.85 X10 - 1 /m= - 395 X 10 - 1 3
We assume that the Moon's unperturbed orbit is circular with
angular velocity o0 and in the x- y plane, and also that the orbit of
the Earth around the sun is circular with angular velocity w.
s
We work in an inertial coordinate system centered at the Sun.
Then the acceleration a and the angular momentum per unit mass hC~
are given by
(7. 108) a a = d ra/dt 2 and h = [r X(dr/dt)] a'
and the following relations hold
dr/dt 2 r a/r + h 2 /r 3
(7.109)
dhO/dt = (r X a)a 
Thus, by making use of equations (7. 104) and (7. 105), and by defining
6a( = [[(X + ) S l/m -i/m] M/R2
(7.11 0)
6a' = .(/m) sin2 0 (M/R z ) ,
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we obtain (A = w
o
- ws)
d 2r hh + ( 6 a ° + - 6a') cosAt
2 3 8a') cos2tdt r r
(7. 111) 2 6a' cos ( + WS)t + 29o]
t= -= r (6a° + Sa)sin At - 6 a' sin (X + s)t + o290]2E = (a')sn
where the phase 9o is related to the angular position of the Sun and
Moon at t = O. We next linearize about a circular orbit:
h= h + 6h,
o
(7. 112)
rr + Sr,
0
and use p/r 3 = ho 2 /r 4r= o Integration of the resulting equations
gives
r r 6a'
~A ~ 2(w+Wo o + 2]
6r = (6a°+ 7 5a') [- cos At
(7. 114)
+ 2 /(c + s) 
5 a' Loo (o + +w )2 _ cos [(Io + s )t + 29o] 
The first term in equation (7. 114) is the perturbation due to the
isotropic part of the Nordtvedt effect (Nordtvedt i968c). It represents
a polarization of the Earth-Moon system by the external field of the Sun.
This "polarization of the orbit" is always directed toward the Sun as it
rotates around the Earth (cf. Fig. 7.4). The second term in equation (7.114)
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is a direct result of the anisotropy in mA. It is a polarization which
rotates in a sense opposite to that of the rotating Sun.
Using equations (7. 107), (7. 110) and (7. 114) and the values
M/R 2 = 5.9 X 10
-
6 km/sec 2 and 6 = 23-1/2 ° , and making use of the
fact that co
s
0Oo/13 = 2X 10
-
7 sec-1
fact that X~ r -/13 = 2 X 10 sec, we get for the isotropic Nordtvedt
effect
(7.115) (isotropic) 840 (11 +,) cos (O -cs)t cm,
and for the anisotropic effect
(7. 116) 6 r(anisotropic) - 5.3 X 10 2 cos [(oo + Ws)t + 2 o] cm.
Hoped-for accuracy of laser ranging to the corner reflectors
on the Moon is ~ 10 cm, so analysis of the ranging data should yield an
estimate or an upper limit for the parameter -] +7 I. In terms of PPN
parameters,
1 2 2 1(7.117) l + 4P- -3 13 -3 2 +2
The amplitude of the anisotropic effect (eq. [7. 116]) is four
orders of magnitude smaller than that of the isotropic effect, putting it
well below the expected 10-cm accuracy of lunar laser ranging, and
hence unmeasurable (Will 1971b).
The predictions of various theories of gravity for the parameters
' + 1 and 6 are shown in Table 7. III.
Other potentially observable consequences of the Nordtvedt effect
are discussed by Nordtvedt (196 8a, 1970a, 1971a,b). These include shifts
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in the stable Lagrange points of Jupiter (measurable by ranging to the
Trojan asteroids), modifications of Kepler's third law, and polarizations
oforbits produced by Jupiter.
7' 8. Other Perturbations on the Earth-Moon System
There are a variety of other perturbations of the Moon's orbit
which are potentially measurable by lunar laser ranging. These include
i) periodic perturbations in the Earth-Moon range produced
by the non-linear superposition of the gravitational fields of the Sun and
the Earth (Baierlein [ 1967] , Kragh and Baierlein [ 1968] , Nordtvedt
[ 1972] ). Further research is needed before the complete PPN-parameter-
dependences of the se effects are known with confidence.
ii) "preferred-frame" perturbations caused by the solar system's
motion through the Universe. These periodic perturbations depend on
PPN parameters al, a 2 and a3' and some may have amplitudes as large
as 70 km. For a partial catalogue of these effects, see Nordtvedt and
Will (1972).
7' 9. White-Dwarf Pulsations and Preferred-Frame Parameters
Recent research by Ni (1972b) has shown that it may be possible
to push the limits on al, aZ and a 3 as low as 10i6 by means of studies
of the pulsations of white dwarf stars. According to the PPN formalism,
motion of pulsating white dwarfs relative to the mean rest-frame of the
Universe should produce instabilities, i. e. exponential growth or decay
of the amplitudes of their pulsation. Observational studies of white-dwarf
pulsations put stringent limits on pulsation instabilities. These limits,
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coupled with studies of the proper motions of white dwarfs put stringent
-6
limits -- as low as 10 -- on a, 1 2 and a3' provided one assumes
there are no other sources of pulsation damping which could stabilize
these preferred-frame instabilities. Unfortunately, there remain crucial
uncertainties in the theory of the damping of white dwarf pulsations,
which must be understood before white dwarfs may become a high-
precision tool for measuring PPN parameters.
7' 10. Secular Variation in the Newtonian Gravitational Constant
Several metric theories of gravity predict that the Newtonian
gravitational constant as measured far from the solar system in the
rest-frame of the Universe should vary with time as the Universe evolves.
For Scalar-Tensor theories (eq. [ 5.34])
(7.118) (G) =[ + 2] dip)Today
Today (3+2) d Today
and for the Vector-Metric theory discussed in Sect. 5,
G X dK(7.119) 2ATod [ t )Tol(y
:Today IKK Today
where q and K are the magnitudes of the scalar and vector fields of
those theories. Since these fields vary as a result of the evolution of the
Universe, their logarithmic derivatives should be of the order of the
inverse Hubble time, i.e.
(7.120) ( * ( - 1(1 dt K dt) H 10
o 10 years
Thus for Scalar-Tensor theories,
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(7. 121) (/G)Scalar-Tensor i0- i (years)' 
and for the Vector-Metric Theory, taking into account the experimental
upper limit on the value of K 2 (eq. [7. 75]),
(7.122) (/G)Metri c 102 (years)-l.
Dicke has suggested that a variation in G of the order suggested
by equation (7. 121) would not be inconsistent with geophysical, planetary
and astrophysical data (see Dicke and Peebles [ 1965] for discussion and
references).
Such a variation in G should cause the orbital periods of planets
to vary when compared with an atomic-time scale, and recent analysis
of planetary radar-ranging data has put a limit on such variations of
(7.123) (G/G)< 4 X 10- 1 ° (years)- 1
(Shapiro, Smith, Ash, Ingalls, and Pettengill 1971). A more useful
limit on G must therefore await further improvements (or more data!).
Lunar laser ranging may also be able to put a limit on G, as long as the
secular effects of the Earth-Moon tidal interactions do not obscure the
effects of a changing G.
7' ii. Currently Viable Metric Theories (as of June, 1972)
We have assumed that the correct theory of gravity must be a
metric theory (see Sect. 3 for a partial justification), and have used the PPN
formalism to analyse experimental tests of these theories. Experiments
to date have proclaimed many theories to be non-viable:
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(i) Conformally Flat Theories -- disagree violently with light-
deflection and time-delay experiments.
(ii) Stratified Theories (with time-orthogonal conformally flat
space slices) -- predict "preferred-frame" effects in violent
disagreement with observations.
(iii) Whiteheadts Theory -- predicts Galaxy-induced Earth tides,
in violent disagreement with observations.
Other theories are still viable, or may be made so by an appropriate
choice of a "coupling constant"
(i) General relativity -- agrees with all experiments to date.
(ii) Scalar-Tensor theories with w > 6 -- agree with all experiments.
Improvements in the light-deflection and time delay experiments
may push w higher (toward the general relativity limit).
(iii) Vector-Metric Theory with KZ < 3Xi0-Z -- agrees with
all experiments. Improved Earth-tide measurements may push
K2 lower (toward the general relativity limit).
(iv) Theories yet to be invented or found in the literature -- Lurking
in the literature may be other metric theories which pass all
experimental tests; and theories currently being invented (in
particular by Ni and by Nordtvedt and Hellings) may also be
viable.
Thus there is still an important role for the theorist in the field of
Experimental Gravitation. He must continue to examine theories of gravity,
search for new experiments, evaluate the significance of current experi-
ments, until the results of the experimenters can allow him to say he has
confidence in only one theory of gravitation.
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of Non-Viable Gravitation Theories
Theories and References
Newtonian Gravitation theory
Hoyle's C-field theory
[Hoyle, 1960; Hoyle and
Narlikar.(1963, 1964)]
Milne's kinematical
relativity
[Milne (1937, i948)]
Poincarg's (1906) theory
as generalized by Whitrow
and Morduch (1965)
Whitrow-Morduch vector
theory · [ Whitrow and
Morduch (1960, 1965)]
Comments, including some but not all the
reasons why the theory is non-viable*
Is not relativistic.
Was devised originally as a foundation for
the steady-state model of the Universe.
Is incomplete -- lacks an equation govern-
ing the rate at which the C-field creates
particles.
Was devised originally to handle certain
cosmological problems. Is complete --
makes no redshift prediction; predicts
zero deflection of light.
Action-at-a-distance theory in flat space-
time with an adjustable parameter n.
For n < 2 predicts zero redshift. For
n 2 Z gives internally inconsistent treat-
ment of light propagation.
Contains a vector gravitational field that
resides in flat spacetime; possesses a
freely specifiable parameter p. For
p = 0, predicts no redshift. For p * 0
gives internally inconsistent treatment
of light propagation.
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TABLE 3. I. A Partial List
TABLE 3.I. Continued
Theory and References Comments, including some, but not all the
reasons why the theory is non-viable*
Kustaanheimo's various
vector theories
[Kustaanheimo (1957, 1966)
Kustaanheimo and Nuotio
(1967); Whitrow and Morduch
(1960, 1965)]
Birkhoff's (1943) theory
Yilmaz's (1971) theory
Contain a vector gravitational field that
resides in flat spacetime; possess several
freely specifiable functions, which can be
adjusted to give agreement with the "four
standard tests". Are incomplete -- do
not mesh with other laws of physics,
except by imposing them in the global
Lorentz frame of the flat spacetime
metric, which then gives internal incon-
sistencies: different redshifts for light
viewed as photons and light viewed as
waves; non-zero redshifts for photons
between points at the same gravitational
potential. Also several scalar and tensor
theories which suffer the same problems.
Gives same prediction as general relativity
for 4 standard tests; but predicts crazy
results for internal behavior of matter --
2
- p= pc , Vsound = Vlight.
Contains a tensor gravitational field used
to construct a metric. Is inconsistent --
differential equation for the metric in
terms of the tensor field is not integrable.
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TABLE 3.I. footnote
These theories are non-viable in their present form. Future modifi-
cations or specializations might make some of them viable. If we have
misinterpreted any theory here, we apologize to its proponents, and we
urged them to demonstrate explicitly its self-consistency, completeness,
and correct experimental predictions.
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TABLE 4.I. The Parametrized Post-Newtonian Formalism
A. Coordinate System: the framework uses a particular, nearly
globally Lorentz coordinate system in which the coordinates are
(t, x, x , x ). Three-dimensional, Euclidean vector notation
is used throughout. All coordinate arbitrariness ("gauge freedom")
has been removed by specialization of the coordinates.
B. Matter Variables:
1. p = density of rest mass as measured in a local Lorentz frame
momentarily comoving with the gravitating matter.
Z. v
e
= (dxa/dt) = coordinate velocity of the matter.
3. w = coordinate velocity of PPN coordinate system relative to
the mean rest-frame of the Universe.
4. p = pressure as measured in a local Lorentz frame momentarily
comoving with the matter.
5. II = internal energy per unit rest mass. It includes all forms
of non-rest-mass, non-gravitational energy -- e.g., energy
of compression and thermal energy.
C. PPN Parameters:
Y' 3, al, a Z', o 3 ' ;l ,1 ;3' ;4
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TABLE 4.I (Continued)
D. Metric
goo = i - 2U + 2pU2 - (Zy + 2+ a + c )3 + 
- 2[ (3y - 2t3 + I + + ( + ) + 3(y + 54)4?4]
+ (a - a 2 a 3 )w U + a 2 waPUap - (2a3 - al)w°Vo
g,= = (4y + 3 + al - a2 + )Va + 2( 2
+ 2 (a
1
2a 2 )waU + a 2 WPUop
gap = - (i + 2yU)6cyp
E. Stress-Energy Tensor:
T ° = p(i + II + v 2 + 2U)
T ° = p(l + II + v + 2U +p/p)v
a
Ta = pv vp(l +II +v 2 + 2U +p/p) + P6a3(1
F. Equations of Motion
1. Stressed Matter
- ZyU)
T i . = 0 i.e.,
;j T' + ri jkT Tj+ rikjT ik = o
2. Test Bodies
dZx i
+2 rjkdX
dx j dx k
-= dX dX
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TABLE 4. II. Local Conservation Laws
Law Covariant Form of
Equations
_ 
1 (%f~~~~~g nui )
~~~
Conservation of Baryons
Conservation of Rest Mass
Isentropic Flow
(nu')i = (I-g nu), ; V-g '3 =0
(pu');i = (1 g pui) = 
li[n i + p(i/p) ,] = 0
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TABLE 4. III. Integral Conservation Laws
PPN Parameter Values
{1'52l'~'3' 4'a3} {~'{a2 }
all zero all zero
all zero may be non-zero
may be non-zero any values
Type of
Theory
Fully Conservative
Semi- Cons e rvative
Non-Conservative
Conserved
Quantities
p, i
pi
P 0
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TABLE 6. I. Christoffel Symbols for the PPN Metric
r° =-au/at, r° = au/ax ,00 ora
r0 O~ '
r° P y:p aU/at + ½(4y +3 +.a- ,2+yi)V(.,p )
+ (I 2+ c- l)W(,,)+ 8 (Ca- Za2)w(U, p)
. t+ a 2w U
Iroo = - au/8xa + /ax[(,p+)u2 - 2 + .li
· 1
+ I a ww U 2 (a'+a )w U + a 1ZW U, ]- a/,atL (4 y +3 +ai- a2+ )V +
+ (( 1 - 2a2)Wa u + a 2 w Up] a
op : y6 au/at - (4Y +4 +' 1 )V[~, ]
8 aW['CUa ] ,
Irip = Y(6Qpu, + 6+, U - 6p3u,.) ,
where
i 
= .(2y +2 a 3 i)i 2 (3y- 2 + i + (2)2
1 3+ ( +3)3+ 2 (Y + 3 4) >4 .
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TABLE 6.1. Massive-Body Integrals in the PPN Formalism
Vector Integrals
* *1 *11 a
p p p* (xx') a
I'-x I Ix-x 3
dx dx' dx", ti*a =St
p p p (x'-x") (x-x')(x-x') a
i Ix -x, 13 ~ 13
* *I2t a
t.a = P p v (x-x ') dx dx',
ii x-x t 1
* *L.--a -.
*a 1 P p v v (X dx)
i Ix- x t ' 3
a 
p
*
' (
X
- x
')
a
I , Ix- x11ls .a
* * -Ia-'
,i 113 dx dx
Sz = p i -' dx dx'
I I x-x I
p p II'(X-x')" dx dx'
i xxi 3~ "iQ =1
Tensor and Scalar Integrals
p= 2f P v v dx
: = p* P (x-x)a(x-x,) ,
i = J- i Yx |x3 dx dx,
= p v dx
.* *
P P
x-x' I
ni =1 - dx dx'
Ii =, P* I- i 2 dx
.,Ix
Ei : i 5*ln
p*p*
1
' (x-x,)_
Ix-x' 13
dx dx ,
cp = P p v (x-x')(x-x')- (x
'
-x ' )
i i I x-x I 'I ket-_'t 5
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ia =YSi dx dx'dx"
Pi =tP d x ,
H 1 . =$S
i ,I dx dx'
i Si P p*(x-X ) (x-Xi) dx ,Ii =, d ,
TABLE 7. I. Geophysical Preferred-Frame Effects
Effect Frequency Amplitude
i) Semi-Diurnal
Earth- Tides (Ag/g)
292 - .o
?t
2, + 2o
242 + 2w
ii) Diurnal Earth-Tides
.(Ag /g)
io-81X10
3 X 10- 8
< 0 - 9
< 10-9
i X 10- 9 aZ cos 2 L
a2 cos2 L
a cos ZLI2
< 10-9
i X 10- 8
7 X10
- 8
3 X 10 - 9
< 10-9
ac
2
sin 2L
a
2
sin 2L
a 2 sin 2L
iii) Zonal Variations in
Earth' s Rotation
iv) Spherical Variation in
Earth Rotation
(an/a)
8 X 0-9 a 2
< 10-9< 1 2
ct 3 X 10
- 9 (2/3 2Z + 3 - a1)
fUsed to put limits on the values of the parameters a 1 -, a 2 , and a 3
(Subsect. 7'4).
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TABLE 7. II. Experimental Limits and Theoretical Predictions
for the PPN Parameters a1 , a 2 , and a3
EXPERIMENTAL LIMITS ON a 1 , a2, AND a3
lai < 0.2
1a2 1 < 3 X i0 - 2
1a3 1 < 2 X 1o 5
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS FOR a, eZ' AND a3
Theory and its ai a a 3
adjustable parameters
General Relativity
Scalar-Tensor Theories (w,A)
Vector-Metric Theory (K)
Stratified Theories:
a. Page and Tupper (a,c)
b. Yilmaz
c. Papapetrou
d. Lagrangian Stratified
Theory (Ni)
e. General Stratified
Theory (Ni) (p,q)
f. Coleman (p)
g. Rosen (X)
0
0
0
0
0
K /(i +1/2 K2 )
-4(1 +a)
-8
-8
-8
.- 8
-8
-4(1 +X)
0
0
-4
0
0
0
O
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0
0
0
-2(1 +a)
-4
0
0
-4
-4
0
TABLE 7.1II. Theoretical Predictions for "Nordtvedt Effect" Parameters
Nordtvedt Effect Parameter
(a) Isotropic: (Ir + i) (b) Anisotropic: ,S
General Relativity
Scalar-Tensor Theories
a. Bergmann- Wagoner-
No rdtvedt
b. Dicke-Brans-Jordan
Vector-Metric Theory
0
4A + 1/(2 + w)
1 /(2 + w)
2 K2/(1 +-Z K )
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Theory
0
0
0
- K/(1 21 K 2 )
Caption for Fig. 5.1.
Fig. 5.i - Kinematical quantities used to calculate the metric for
Whitehead's theory. The metric at a point P is deter-
mined by all the masses which cross the past "`l-light-cone"
Z- of P.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 7.1. Schematic diagram of gravitational light bending.
Fig. 7. 2. Round-trip trajectory of a photon from the Earth to a planet
or spacecraft.
Fig. 7. 3. Two gyroscopes in polar orbit around the Earth. The
gyroscope with its axis pointed normal to the orbital plane suffers
a precession due to the "dragging of inertial frames". The
gyroscope whose axis lies in the orbital plane undergoes a
"geodetic precession".
Fig. 7.4. Isotropic Nordtvedt Effect -- a polarization of the Moon's
orbit with the maximum (apogee) always directed toward the
Sun.
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